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ABSTRACT 
In many applications involving wave propagation, pm bl em domains are often 
very large or llilbounded. A common numerical method used to solve such problems 
is to trllilcate the domain via artificial boundaries to form a finite computational 
domain. To accomplish this, Non-Refiecting Boundary Conditions (NRBC's) which 
minimize spurious wave refiections are imposed . The quality of the solution strongly 
depends on the properties of both the NRBC and the wa\."e behavior. 
This dissertation explores the use of Higdon NRBC's to solve shallow water 
equations (S\VE's) in a dispersive environment. A linearized S\VE model is developed 
that includes stratification and advection effects. Initially a single NRBC is used to 
truncate a semi-in.finite channel Later four NRBC's are used to restrict an in.finite 
plane . In both cases finite rectangular domains are formed. A scheme developed by 
Neta and Givoli is used tor apidly discreti.ze high- order Higdon NRBC's. Finite differ-
ence methods and are used in all numerical schemes, which are soh"ed explicitly when 
possible . Results will show that Higdon NRBC's can be used eff ecti\."ely to restrict 
large rectangular domains when solving S\VE's that include the before mentioned 
effects. 
v 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Phenomena involving the propagation of wa\.-es in unbounded (or very large) 
domains are applicable to many fields including acoustics, ele ctrnmagn etics, mete 0-
1 ology, and geophysics. However, it is infeasible to compute numerical solutions for 
1 egions of this scope . Th eI ef 01 e, it is necessary to de.fine arti.fi cial bound a.r ies that 
1educe the size of the domain . To accurately model the wave action in the truncated 
1egion, artificial boundary conditions must be imposed that allow waves propagating 
inside the region to pass freely without spurious r efiections, which would pollute the 
computational domain. Such a boundary condition is known as the Non-Refiecting 
Boundary Condition (NRBC) and is the main subject of this dissertation. 
In general, it is not possible to construct a boundary condition that will accom-
plish the criteria perfectly, but dming the last 25 years research has been conducted 
to develop NRBC's that after discretization lead to stable, accmate, efficient and 
easily-implemented schemes [Ref. 1, 2, 3, 4). Investigations in the late 70's to early 
80's p1oduced a number of low-order local NRBC's, e.g. the Engquist-Majda [Ref. 
5] and Bayliss-Turkel [Ref. 6] boundary c onditi ans . The exact non-local Di1ichl et-to-
N eumann (DtN) NRBC [Ref. 7, 8] and the Perfectly Matched Layer [Ref. 9] boundary 
conditions were developed in the late 80's and early 90's . Subsequently, higher order 
NRBC's were introduced, but were difficult to employ beyond the 2fld 01 ':!id 01 der. 
Only since the mid 90's ha\.-e practical higher order schemes been developed. 
Collino [Ref. 10] proposed such a scheme fol two-dimensional time-dependent wave 
in a rectangular domain. Grnte and Keller [Ref. 11] extended the domain to three 
dimensions in a scheme based on spherical harmonic transf 01 mations. They extended 
their wmk to include elastic waves [Ref. 12]. These .findings were independently pub-
lished by Sofronov [Ref. 13] in Russian literature . Hagstrom and Hariharan [Ref. 14] 
constructed high-order NRBC's for two- and three-dimensional domains based on the 
analytic series representation fm the outgoing solutions of these equations. Guddati 
1 
and Tassoulas [Ref. 15] devIBed a high-01de1 NRBC scheme fo1 time-dependent waves 
in a 2-dimensional wave guide using rational approximation and 1ecursiv-e continued 
fractions . Givoli [Ref. 16] de1ived high-rnde1 NRBC's fo1 agene1al class of wa\.-e prob-
lems leading to a symmet1ic finite element fo1mulation . These early investigations 
utilized eithe1 time-harmonic waves 01 non-dispe1sive time-dependent waves. 
\Vave dispe1sion, howe\.-eI, is an e\.-eI present phenomenon . In the late 80's and 
early 90's, Higdon developed NRBC's fo1 non-dispe1sive wav-es [Ref. 17, 18, 19, 20), 
but lateI showed that his schemes could be applied to the dispersive (Klein-Go1don) 
wave equation [Ref. 21] . Higdon's wrnk invoh-es low 01de1 fo1mulation of his scheme . 
Givoli and Neta [Ref. 22, 23, 24] p1esent an algo1ithm fo1 implementing the Higdon 
NRBC to any 01de1 using high-01de1 FD disc1etization . They furthe1 developed 
methods to 1ew1ite the Higdon NRBC without using high 01de1 de1ivatives and to 
gene1ate Higdon paramete1s that maximize the non-1efiection prnpe1ty of the NRBC 
in a dispe1siv-e wave envirnnment. 
In the present w01k I will develop high 01de1 Higdon NRBC schemes fo1 use 
with linearized shallow wateI equations (S\VE's) in Cartesian co01dinates. The S\VE 
model is fu1the1 enhanced to include the effects of st1atification and adv-ection. A 
single Higdon NRB C is initially applied as an artificial boundary on one side of 
a semi-in.finite channel. LateI four Higdon NRBC's are applied to the sides of a 
1ecta.ngular domain to 1estiict an infinite plane . Finite-diffe1ence schemes are used to 
nume1ically solve the p1oblems. Disuete fo1ms of the Higdon NRBC, based on the 
w01k of Givoli and Neta, are then employed on the artificial boundary. The 1esults of 
seve1al numerical examples are 1eprnted to validate the S\VE models as well as the 
use of the Higdon NRBC as an effectiv-e means of 1estricting a very large domain. 
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II. MODELING GEOPHYSICAL FLUID 
FLOW 
In this chapter we de•;elop a model that describes large scale geophysical flow. 
Many of the details of this deri-11ation are de•;eloped by Pedlosl)' [Ref. 25]. \lie 
,;tart by considering the dynamics of a shaJlow rotating fluid layer. The fundamental 
condition that characterizes a shallow layer is: 
D 
- « 1 L , 
where D and L characterize the scale of •1ertical and horizontal motions. Tills charac-
terization is applicable to large scale atmospheric and oceanic flows where the •1ertical 
scale of the fluid layer is of the order of miles, whlle the horizontal scale is of the order 
of hundreds or thousands of miles. \l{ork by RDssby [Ref. 30] and Stammel [Ref. 31] 
show that such a wmking geophysical model can be de•;eloped by as=llng that the 
fluid is: 
• Incompressible (density independent of pressure), 
• In>'llicid (no internal frictional forces), 
• Homogeneous (not matified with regards to density). 
Later in this paper, the "homogenous" assumption is relaxed. The following physical 
laws are applied in deriving a geophysical model: 
• Conser•;ation of Mass, 
• Conser•;ation of Momentum (Newton's 2~d Law), 
• Conser•;ation of Energy, 
• Second Law of Thermodynamics. 
Since the fluid is incompressible, the energy equations are uncoupled from the model. 
Hence, we consider only the conser•;ation of mass and momentum. The basic form 
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of these laws apply to fixed quantities of matter. In the analysis of fluid flow, we 
are concerned with fixed >ulumes (e.g. the properties of a fluid within a control 
•·olume rather than properties of indi>'idual particles in motion). \\ihat follows is 
a deri•·ation of the conser•·ation of mass and momentum equations as they apply to 
control •·olumes. 
A. CONSERVATION OF MASS EQUATIONS FOR 
FLUIDS IN A CONTROL VOLUME 
The conser>o.tion of mass law states that the total change of mass in a control 
•·olume must be equal to the net flow of mass entering and lea>'ing at the >ulume 
surface. If pis the density of the fluid and pii ·ii is the mass flux at a point on the 
•·olume SUiface, then by in•·oking the conse:r>o.tion of mass law we can write: 
! J pd'.l = - J (pii . ii) dA, (II.1) 
where \/ is the >ulume and A is the >ulume surface area. By the di•·ergence theorem 
we know that: j (pii. ii)dA = j \l . (pii)d'.i. (II.2) 
Applying this to (II.1) yields: 
/(~ +'Y·(pii)) d'.i=O, (II.3) 
which implies: 
(II.4) 
Since the fluid is assumed to be incompressible and homogeneous (e.g. pis constant), 
this equation is rewritten as: 
'V·ii=O, (II.5) 
or, in three dimensional Cartesian coordinates: 
(II.6) 
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where :u, ~·, and ware the •1elocity components in the I-, y-, and :-directions respec-
ti11ely. This expression is called the continuity equation. It describes the conser•;ation 
of mass for a •1olume element containing an incompressible fluid and is the firITT con-
trolling equation of the geophysical fluid flow model. 
B. THE MOMENTUM EQUATIONS FOR FLUIDS IN A 
CONTROL VOLUME 
The next set of controlling equations is the momentum equation and is based 
on Newton's Second Law: 
Force= (1nass)(acceleratim>). 
Acceleration componentsmuITT be carefully deri11ed, because geophysical phenomenom 
occur in a non-inertial rotating frame. In the following analysis, we firITT consider a 
deri11ation of these equations for a fluid in an inertial two-dimensional Cartesian eys-
tem. A rotational component is then introduced to generate non-inertial momentum 
terms. A third dimension is added and acceleration components in •1ectm form are 
obtained. Finally an Earth model is de>1'loped on which the geophysical fluid flow 
equations of momentum will be based. 
1. Acceleration Components for a Fluid in a Cartesian 
Inertial Frame 
\lie firITT consider acceleration in an inertial frame (e.g. one that is not accel-
erating or rotating). The acceleration component in the I-direction is: 
d• 
"" = d1, (II.7) 
where u is the •·elocity in the I-direction. Since we do not treat fluids as indi>-idual 
particles, but rather as a continuum of matter, u not only depends on time, but also 
on the spatial components I, y, and:. Therefore: 
(II.8) 
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and (II.7) becomes: 
(II.9) 
which is rewritten as: 
a,, a,, a,, a,, 
""'= &t +"ax +~·ay +wa:' (II.10) 
where~· and ware components of •1elocity in they- and :-direction respecti-11ely. \lie 
now define the following special symbol: 
n a a a a 
---+u-+,-+w-Dt - &t ax 3y a:' (II.11) 
which is often called the den1;at7:1;e follou,ng a fiu'd [Ref. 27]. Using this symbol we 
write acceleration as: 
Similarly: 
or in •1ector form: 
Dw 
0 - --
, - Dt' 
_ DU 
a= Dt" 




2. Acceleration Components in a Two-Dimension 
Cartesian Rotating Frame 
Rotation is an important factor in dynamics if the time t~. to complete a 
single rotation is on the order of or less than the time tL taken by an object/fluid 
( ~ £) field to cm;er a distance Lat a speed U e.g. tL :::; 1 where tL = U . For example, 
consider a large disc that completes one rotation e•;ery 5,000 seconds (t,...). On this 
disc a particle tra•;els 10 kilometers(£) at a speed of 1 meters-second-1 (U), it will 
complete its journey 10" seconds (tL)· Thus~ = .5 and we conclude that rotation 
will influence the momentum equations. 
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Figure 1. Cartesian Two-Dimensional Rotating Frame 
In deri-11:ing the rotational acceleration terms for the simplified two-dimensional 
model, tracking •1ar:iables :is a challenging task. Figure 1, which superimposes a two-
dimensional Cartesian rotational frame on an :inertial frame at a common origin, 
:introduces these •1ar:iables. Additionally, Table I tabulates the •1ar:iables with regards 
to their reference frames. 
At time t, the rotating x-axis makes an angle Qt with the :inertial X-axis. 
Table I. Variables Used to Deri-1;e RDtational Components of Momentum Equation 
I Inertial Frame I Rotational Frame 
0 angular rate of rotation 
Unit Vectors I, J >, I 
Coordinates x, y ,, y 
Veloc:i-ty Vector u 
" Velocity Components u, v Y, 
" 
Acceleration Vector A a 
Acceleration Components A, B o, b 
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-I sin Qt+ J cos Qt, 
and: 
_J( cos Qt + Y sin Qt, 
(11.16) 
y -_J(sinQt+YcooQt. 
The •1elocity •1ector in the rotational frame is: 
(11.17) 












- d1 sin Qt+ d1 cos Qt - Q_J( cos Qt - QY sin Qt. 
Similarly, the •·elocity •·ector in the inertial frame can be expressed as: 
Algebraic and trigonometric manipulation of (11.15) yield: 
I 
J 
Using these and (11.19) yields: 
- -icosQt-jsinQt, 
- -
isin Qt + j cos Qt. 





This expression along with (11.15) and (11.18) re•·eal the following relationshiµ; be-
tween the inertial and rotational •·elocities: 
u ,, - Qy, (11.22) 
v- ~·+Qx. 
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\lie now consider the rotational components of acceleration: 
_ d'x~ d'y~ ~ -: 
a= dt''+ dt'J = a1+bJ. 
Taking the second deri-11ati'" with respect to time of (II.16) yields: 
(
d'X d'Y ) 
,;;, cos Qt+ dt' sin Qt ( dX dY) + 20 - dt sinrlt+ dt cosrlt 
rt' (-_J( coo Qt + QY sin Qt), 
b ( 
d'X d'Y ) 
- ,;;, sin Qt + dt' cos Qt (
dX dY ) 20 dt cos Qt+ dt sin Qt 
rt' (-_J( sin Qt+ QY cos Qt). 
\lie express the inertial acceleration '"ctor as: 





Based on the preceeding, we generate a final simplifying expression that relates the 




or combining this with (II.22) we ha•·e: 
A 
B 
a - 20~· - rt'x, 
b + 20:u - rt'y, 
(II.27) 
(II.28) 
This equation shows the effects of rotation on the inertial acceleration •·ector. The firITT 
contribution proportional to Q and •·elocity is called Coriolis acceleration. The second 
contribution proportional to 0' and the coordinates is called centrifugal acceleration. 
\lie now refine these equations for the Earth model. 
g 
3. Acceleration Components in the Earth Model 
From henceforth we shaJl use the terms geophysical and "large-scale" inter-
changeably, but to be more precise a quantitati1;e definition is offered. Let: 
Q =time to complete one re•;olution/rotation · 
For example, 0Earth = 7.27*10-5 radian&second-1 (one rotation e•;ery 24 hours). As 
before, we define: 
L the length of a phenomenom, 
U the speed of a particle within the phenomenom. 
Using 0, Land U we introduce a dimensionless parameter caJled the RDssby number: 
u (II.29) c~ 20£' 
If the RDssby number ' is of order one or less, the phenomenom is '~arge-scale" and 
the Earth's rotation is a significant factor in the momentum equations [Ref. 25]. For 
example, a 500 kilometer long ocean current with a speed of 15 meter-second-1 ha.s 
a Rossby number '= .205. Therefore the current is large-scale (or geophysical) and 
is significantly affected by Earth's rotation. 
In order to model the Earth, the momentum equations for a rotating sphere 
are now considered. This non-inertial frame is complicated by the fact that at any 
gi11en point on the sphere we percei1;e omsel11es on a planar disc. To recreate this 
"human experience" we set up a three dimensional Cartesian system whose origin is 
at the point of the obser•;er. The r-, y, and :-axis are positi•;ely oriented to the east, 
north, and "straight-up" respecti>1'ly. The Earth's axis of rotation howe>1'r, is none 
of these, but rather passes through the North and South Poles. This conundrum, 
depicted in Figure 2, is the reference frame in which we de•;elop the geophysical fluid 
flow equations. 
Before continuing fmther, we re>-is:it the two-dimensional rotating system pre-




Figure 2. The Earth Model 
by defining a unit •1ector k at the origin that is perpendicular to the plane. A rotation 
- -
•1ectm is described as r:l = Ok. \lie use this to write the inertial •1elocity equations 
(II.22) in •1ector form: 
(II.30) 
Naw let E = xi+ yj and consider: 
' , k 
f'.ixr= o o Q =0(-yi+rj). (II.31) 
' ' 0 
This allaws us to write the inertial •1elocity equations (II.22) rn condensed •1ector 
form: 
- -U=ii+r:ixr. (II.32) 
Similarly, the inertial acceleration equations (II.28) in •1ector form are: 




Using an analogous approach we show that the condensed •1ectm form of the inertial 
acceleration equations is: 
A= a+ 2f'.i xii+ f'.i x (f'.i x r). (II.34) 
In this form, the Coriolis acceleration is 20 xii and the centrifugal acceleration is 
f'.i x (f'.i x E). \l{ith respect to (II.32) and (II.34), the time de:ri-11ati•·e for the inertial 
frame is equi>olent to applying the operator: 
(II.35) 
where D. Dt is the den.1;ab.1;e follou·mg a fiu'd introduced in (II.11). 
\lie now consider two additional simplifications in the de•·elopment of the ac-
celeration equations for the Earth model. First we neglect extraneous terms resulting 
from the Earth's cm•·atu:re. In general this can be done if L «: r where r is the ra-
dius of the sphere. On Earth, L < 1000 kilometers is acceptable [Ref. 28]. A second 
simplification to (II.34) comes from our intuition about planetary phenomenom. The 
centrifugal force is an outwardly normal force, or from the >o.ntage point of the Earth 
oIBe:r>"Er, a force that acts straight up. \"et nothing e•;er is "flung" upward from the 
face of the Earth because gra>"itational forces keep centrifugal forces in check. In the 
aIBence of rotation, gra>"ity would hold the Earth together as a perfect sphere. The 
presence of rotation and accompanying centrifugal forces distort the sphere, flattening 
it to the extent that gra>"ity and the centrifugal force negate each other. Hence, we 





or in •·ector form: 
- -A=a+2r:lxii. (II.37) 
Using these equations, we continue with the Earth model. 
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Referring to Figure 2 we write the rotation •1ector 0 in terms of the unit 
- - -
•1ectms i, j, and k: 
- - -0 = 0 coo ¢j + 0sin ¢k, (II.38) 
- -
where ¢ is the degree of latitude of the obser•;er. Since i is always orthogonal to 0, 
it does not appear in the equation. Using (II.35) we write: 
Dii -




20 x ii= 0 20 coo¢ 20sin ¢ 
w 
or: 










+ 20:u sin¢, 
- 20:u cos¢. 
For con•;enience, we define the following quantities: 
Coriolis Parameter: f = 20sin ¢, 
Reciprocal Coriolis Parameter: f, = 20cos¢, 
allowing us to rewrite (II.42) as: 
Dw 












The angle¢, and therefore the Coriolis parameter, is positi1;e in the Northern Hemi-
sphere and negati1;e in the Southern Hemisphere. The Coriolis parameter is zero on 
the Equator where ¢ = 0. The reciprocal Coriolis parameter is positi1;e e•;erywhere 
except at the poles(¢= ±90) where it is zero. 
One final simplification is now applied. As stated earlier, our model of geo-
physical fluid dynamics is based on the shallow water assumption where the •1ertical 
dimension (D) is •1ery small relati1;e to the horizontal dimensions (£ ): 
D L « i. 
In other words, geophysical fluid flow is "almost two-dimensional" and therefore •1er-
tical flow components are negligible (e.g. w «: :u,~· and a,"' 0). Thus we rewrite 
(II.44) as: 
n, 
"Y = Dt +Ju, (II.45) 
These are the acceleration components of the Earth model that are used to generate 
the momentum equations for the geophysical fluid flow model. 
4. Forces Acting on a Fluid Control Volume 
Two types of forces act on a fluid in a control •1olume: Body forces which are 
proportional to the •1olume mass and surface forces which are proportional to the 
•1olume SUiface area. 
Gra>-ity, the only applicable force in the Earth model, acts along the :-axis 
toward the center of the Earth. It acts on a rectangular •·olume element with sides 
dx, dy, and d: and is gi•·en by: 
F gramty = -1ng = -(p dx dy d:)g = -pgdV-, (II.46) 
where dV- is the incremental •·olume of the fluid element. 
Salient surface forces include pressure and >-iscosity. Pressure acts in a di:rec-
tion normal to the >-olume's surface as shown in Figure 3. The total difference in 
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Figure 3. Pressure Effects on a Rectangular F1uid Volume 
pressure along dx is: 
To obtain the total force due to pressure in the I-direction, this expression is multi-
plied by the =face area (dy d:) upon which it acts. The regu]t is: 
(II.47) 
This force acts in the direction of the negati-1;e gradient (e.g. from an area of high 
pressure to an area of low pressure). Similarly the expressions: 
3p . 
F,,. • ..,.,,.._ = - a:dV, (II.48) 
describe the force due to pressure in they- and :-directions: 
Viscosity manifeITTs itself in gurfaces forces caJled shear. Figu:r e 4 gummarizes 
the •1iscous mess tensm. Viscous ,;tresses are symmetrical (e.g. 7', = T,,). A gumma-
tion of •1iscous forces in the I-direction yields: 
F.,.ruu.,, = ( a;:x dx) dy d: + ( a;:Y dy) dx d: + (a;:' d:) dx dy, (II.49) 
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Figure 4. I-Components of Viscous Stress Tensor on a Rectangular F1uid Volume 
which is rewritten for om rectangular control •1olume as: 
(II.50) 
Similarly in the y- and :-directions: 
(II.51) 
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The gurface forces and body forces are combined to generate the total force equations: 
F, (II.52) 
F, 
\lie now ha•·e the necessary expressions to set up the momentum equations for the 
geophysical fluid flow model. 
5. The Momentum Equation for Geophysical Fluid 
Flow 
Applying Newton's Second Law (F, = 1na, = pa,dV-) and =ng (II.45) and 
(II.52), we now write the momentum equations for the geophysical flow model: 
p~ 
PO, ( D' ) p Dt+fu (II.53) 
po, 0 
These equations are simplified using the assumptions described earlier: 
• The Flu'd 's JncompresS7.ble: Density is independent of pressure, and therefore 
the model is uncoupled from thermodynamic considerations. 
• The Flu'd 's Jn1;isc,d: All >'iscous forces are equal to zero. 
• The Flu'd is Homogeneous: \lie need not deal with the complexities of density 
stratification (this simplification will be relaxed in Chapter V). 
• Centrl.fegal Forces are Negated by Gra1:1ty: This allows simplification of the 
acceleration terms. 
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• L «: r: This aJlows us to neglect terms that arise in the acceleration compo-
nents that regult from the cur•;ature of the Earth (e.g. see Cushman-RDisin 
(1994) [Ref. 28]). 
• The Flou· 's Pnmanly Honzontal: Velocity and acceleration terms in the :-
direction are negligible. 
Since ·viscosity terms are negligible (II.53) becomes: 
p(~~-t~·)=-~~, 
( D' ) 3p p Dt+fu =-ay 
3p O=-a:-pg. 
(II.54) 
Expanding the operator 
in simplified form: 
D 




a,, a,, a,, 1 ap 
-+•-+,--t~·---­at ax 3y - pax' 
Ch: Ch: Ch: 1 ap 
-+•-+'-+Ju - ---at ax 3y - p&y' 
13p 0=----,. pa: 
a 
(II.55) 
Since geophysical flow is "primarily horizontal", the term w a: does not appear in 
the I- and y-momentum equations. Equation (II.55) together with the continuity 
equation (II.6) are used to construct a shaJlow water model. 
6. Governing Equations for the Shallow Water Model 
The shaJlow water model is depicted in Figure 5. \lie define a •1ariable h as 
the height of the fluid abm;e a reference le•;el: = 0. The •1ariable h •1aries with r, 
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Figure 5. The ShaJlow \\rater Model 
water en>'i:ronment consIB!s of a rigid gurface whose height that does not •1a.:ry with 
time and is gi-11en by ,:; = h8 (x, y). \lie let H = h(x, y, t) - h8 (x, y) where H is the 
depth of the fluid layer with respect to the bottom contour. If L is the hmizontal 
scale, then by the shallow water assumption it is true that H «: £. 
It is now possible manipulate the gm;erning equations for the Earth model to 
produce the shaJlow water model. Integrating the :-component of the momentum 
equation (II.55) yields: 
~ x, y, :, t) = -pg:+ p(x, y, t) (II.56) 
On the gurface,,:; = h(x,y, t), pressu:rep equals some ambient pres=e P0 . Therefore: 
p(x, y, :, t) = pg[h(x, y, t) - :] + P0 • (II.57) 
Dropping the •1a.:riable dependencies fm bre>'ity, (II.57) is rewritten as: 
p=pg(h-:)+P0 • (II.58) 






Thus we rewrite the I- and y-momentum expressions (II.55) as: 
I-momentum: 
(II.60) 
m: m: m: ah 
y-momentum: at +u ax +~·ay +Ju= -g 3y' 
Equation II.59 aJso implies that the horizontal acceleration components, a,, and 
a,,, gi11en by (II.45) and (II.55) are independent of:. It follows that the horizontal 
•1elocity components, u and~·, are independent of:. This allows us to uncouple (II.6) 
and so],.., for w(x, y, :, t): 
. ) (3u(x,y,t) Ch:(x,y,t)) .. ) 
w\x,y,:,t =-: ax + 3y +w\x,y,t (II.61) 
Now consider the flow along the bottom contour h8 (x, y). Since the contour is rigid, 
there is no normal flow. Any •·elocity in the :-direction is due to fluid flowing tan-
gent to the bottom contour. Figure 6 depicts this consideration for the I- and :-
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Figure 6. F1ow Along the Bottom Contour in the I-Direction 
bottom contour, its contribution to w is: 
(II.62) 
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where °' is the angle of the line tangent to h8 and x-axis. Similarly in the y-di:rection, 
the contribution to w is: 
(II.63) 
where i3 is the angle of the line tangent to h8 and y-axis. It follows then that: 
(II.64) 
Therefore from (II.61) and (II.64) we generate an expression for w along the bottom 
contour: 
. ("" "') ahB ahB W=(hB-,:;) ax+ 3y +u ax+~· 3y. (II.65) 
A corresponding condition at the =face, ,:; = h yields: 
' ahahah 
w\x,y,:= h,t) =at +"ax +~·ay· (II.66) 
3h 
Since the gurface is not rigid, we pick up at in the expression. Therefore, (II.65) and 
(II.66) generate: 
ah ah ah , ("" "') ahB ahB at+"ax+~·ay=\hB-h) ax+3y +uaI+~·3y' 
which is simplified to: 
I~+ fr [:u(h- hB)] + ~1~·(h- hB)] = 0.1 
(II.67) 
(II.68) 
Equations (II.60) and (II.68) are the gm;erning equations for the shallow water model. 
In its current form the model is non-linear. \lie desire a linear form for gubsequent 
in•;ertiga ti ans . 
7. Linearizing the Shallow Water Model 
To linearize the shallow water model we conduct a perturbation analysis on the 
I- and y-momentum equations (II.60) and the •1ertical momentum equation (II.68). 






Fjguxe 7. ShaJlow \'\iate1 Model C1oss Section with h = H + hB 
x- and y-components of velocity axe dominated by constant te1ms (U and V). Su-
pe1imposed on these axe small vaxiations, u'(.t', y, t) and ·1."(.t', y, t). MathematicaJly 
stated: 
u - U + u', whe1e U is constant and u' ~ O(o) « U, 
'!.' - V +'!.'', whe1e Vis constant and'!.''~ O(o) « V. 
Applying these to (II.60) yields: 
au· ·u ) au· ·v- )au· 1·v- ) 
- + t + u' - + t + '!.'' - - t + '!.'' 
at ax ay 
en:· en:. en:· 
at + (U + u') ax + (V + '!.'') 8y + f(U + u') ah - -g 8y' 
Igno1ing te1ms of 0 ( o2 ) 1esults in the following simplification: 
au· uau· v-au· 1·v- ') 
-+ -+ -- t +'!.' at ax ay 
en:· en:· en:. 
-+U-+V-+f(U +u') 




A similax pe1tu1 bation appi oach is applied to the ve1tical momentum equation 
of the shaJlow-wate1 model (II.68). \Ve let h(x, y, t) = h8 (x, y)+H(x, y, t) as depicted 
in Figuie 7, Applying this to (II.68) yields: 
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aHa. 1 a. 1 &t + ax\uH + ay\~·H = 0. (II.72) 
where H = h-h8 . \lie refine H(x,y, t) further into two parts as depicted in Figure 8. 
The component, H0 (x,y) is regu]tant from the conITTant ,..,]ocity terms U and v· 
;u 
;/ . /~-r .. • • • . • 
• 
. 
'1' '·'" . . . 
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Figure 8. ShaJlow \\rater Model Cross Section with h = H0 +'I+ h 8 
introduced in (II.69). If U and v· are zero then Ho is constant. Likewise, if the 
bottom is fiat, then there is no •1elocity in the •·ertical direction along the bottom 
that re1mlts from a non-zero U and v·, and again Ho is constant. Superimposed on 
H0 is a small amplitudinal •1a.:riation that represents the wa•·e action and is gi-11en by 
'l(r, y, t). MathematicaJly ITTated this is: 
H( x, y, t) = H0 ( x, y) + 11(r, y, t) where 'I ~ 0(8) «: H0 (II.73) 
Applying these terms, as well as the pertu:r bation terms introduced for the horizontal 
•1elocity allows us to rewrite (II.72) as follows: 
: + :x [(U + u')(Ho + 11)] + ~ [(V- +~·')(Ho+ 11)] = 0. (II.74) 
Neglecting terms of 0(8') gi-11es us: 
(II.75) 
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Since U and v- are conITTant, II.75 becomes: 
(II.76) 
This can be further simplified if the bottom is fiat (e.g. Ho is conITTant): 
(II.77) 
FinaJly, if we assume that v- and U are zero (e.g. no ad>1'ction), the equation becomes: 
(II.78) 
This is the simpleITT fmm of the linearized •·ertical motion component of the shaJlow 
water model. 
\lie now re>-is:it the horizontal flow equations (II.71). By including the refine-
ments and perturbations on h, (II.71) becomes: 
au· au· au· 
- +U- + V-- f(V- +~·') &t ax 3y 
(II.79) 
-+U-+V-+f(U+u') ~ (),;' (),;' (),;' ___ 0 ('a,,h" + 3a,,H0 + "',,,). &t ax 3y 
Since we ha'" assumed no ad>1'ction (U, v- = 0 and therefme Ho is constant) and that 
the bottom is fiat (h8 = 0), the linearized horizontal flow component of the shaJlow 








Equations II. 78 and II.80 are the gm;erning equations for the linearized shallow water 
model. They will be further refined in the following section. 
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8. Deriving the Klein-Gordon Equation 
\lie now combine linearized components of the shaJlow water model to obtain 
the well known Klein-Gordon, or dispersi1;e wa>1' equation. A step-by-step deri>o.tion 
follows. 
Step 1: Perform the following suh;titutions to (II.78) and (II.80): 
The result is: 
ii =u'H0 andi =~·'H0 • 
3ii. • 31] &t-t~·=-gHoax' 
3i . 31] 
&t +Ju= -gHo 3y' 





Step 2: Assume f is constant and take the partial deri>o.ti•·e of (II.81) with respect 
to x: 
a (") m: a' 11 
ax &t -fax=-gH0 ax'' 
and the partial deri•·ati•·e of (II.82) with respect toy: 
and add the resulting equations: 
a (" "') ("' ") &t ax+ 3y - f ax - 3y = -gHo'V''I· 
Step 3: Take the partial deri>o.ti'" of (II.81) with respect toy: 
a (") 1n a ("') 3y &t -fay=-gHo3y ax , 
and the partial deri•·ati•·e of (II.82) with respect to x: 
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(II.84) 
and 1mbtract the regulting equations: 
(II.85) 
Step 4: Take the partial deri-11ati•·e of (II.84) with respect to t and rearrange the 
regulting terms: 
la (iii ")] a' (" iii) a f &t ax - 3y = &t' ax+ 3y +gHoat ('Y'fl). 
Multiply (II.85) by f and rearrange the regulting terms: 
Summing these yields: 
( a' )("iii) a &t' +!' ax+ 3y +gHo&t('V'fl) =0. 
Step 5: Using (II.83) rewrite (II.86) as: 
a (''" ' ' ) &t &t,+ff1-gHo'Vf1 =0. 
Step 6: Integrating (II.87) with respect tot and letting C~ = gH0 yields: 




where S(x, y) is an arbritrary function of inte:rgration. Equation II.88, the linear 
inhomogeneous form of the Klein-Gordon equation, is a restatement of the linearized 
shallow water equation. It also describes other beha•·iors guclJ as lateral >'ibrations 
of membrane strips and acoustic presSUie wa•·es in dispersi'" media [Ref. 24]. \lie 
continue with analytical considerations of the Klein-Gordon equation and the concept 
of dispersi•·e wa>1'S in the next section. 
9. Analytic Considerations of the Klein-Gordon 
Equation 
Consider a homogeneous form of the Klein-Gm don Equation in one dimension: 
(II.89) 
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This equation has the following solution: 
11(r, t) = exp[i(kr - wt)], (II.90) 
where: 
w' = CJk' + f'. (II.91) 
Here w is the angular frequency and k is the wa•·e number. Sol>"ing for k one obtains 
the dispersion equation for the Klein-Gordon equation: 
(II.92) 
The phase >"Elocity of the wa•·e (e.g. the speed of a wa•·e crest) is gi>"En by: 
(II.93) 
Group >"Elocity is the •·elocity at which the wa•·e energy propagates and is gi•·en by: 
(II.94) 
If the phase and group >"Elocities are not equal, the wa•·e is dispersi•·e and the wa•·e 
shape deforms as it tra>"Els. Using (II.91) we ha•·e: 
JcJk' + t' 
k 
(II.95) 
If f of 0, then ~·P of ~·,, and the solution to the Klein-Gordon equation produces 
dispersi>"E wa•·es. If f = 0, then ~·P = ~·, = C0 and the resulting wa•·e is non-
dispersi>"E. \l{ith respect to the Earth model, f is the Coriolis parameter gi>"En by 
(II.43). The magnitude off increases as we go north or south from the equator. Thus 
dispersion effects will increase away from the equator. Hence the rotating Earth, with 
the exception of the equator where f = 0, is a dispersi•·e en>"ironment with respect 
to the shallow-water model. 
This form of the Klein-Gordon equation is used in initial in•·estigations of the 
Higdon NRBC because it is a relati•·ely simple mathematical model of dispersi•·e wa•·e 
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behavior. These effects are an integral part in the development of Higdon NRBC's. 
The simplicity of the equation also makes possible comparisons between numerical and 
analytical solutions and provides for easy testing of proposed boundary conditions. 
Chapter 2 follows with a description of the Higdon NRBC. 
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III. HIGDON NON-REFLECTING 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Our goal is to accurately describe the propagation of dispersi1;e wa•;es in a 
"manageable" domain. Such a domain is one that will not m;erwhelm computer 
capabilities when applying numerical techniques to its interim and boundaries. The 
actual domain in which the wa•·e tra•;els is much larger, or perhaµ; infinite. To remict 
omseJ1;es to a smaJler domain of intereITT, artificial boundaries are conmucted that 
aJlow wa•;es that impinge upon them to freely pass. 
Conmucting the mathematical analog fm a NRBC, is elusi11e. Schemes exiITT 
that allow for the total aIBorption of non-dispersi1;e wa•;es. Howe>·er, when dealing 
with dispersi1;e wa•;es, the re1mlts are less than perfect, and spurious reflections occur 
at the artificial boundary. Hence the NRBC problem is one of optimization (e.g. mm-
imizing unwanted reflection thus allowing moITT of the wa•;e's energy to pass). The 
Higdon NRBC is the focus for om in•;estigation because it exhibits numerous ad-,o.n-
tages. \lie initially use a model that requires a single artificial boundary. From this 
we de-,..,lop the details of the Higdon NRBC. 
A. THE SEMI-INFINITE WAVE GUIDE PROBLEM 
The semi- infinite wa-,·e guide pro bl em pravides a -,·ehicle to explore the proper-









Figure 9. Semi-Infinite \l/a-,·e Guide 
(r, y) is introduced guclJ that the wa•;e-guide is paraJlel to the I-direction. The width 
of the wa•;e-guide is denoted by b. In the wa•;e-guide we consider the inhomogeneous 
Klein-Gordon equation (II.88): 
a''I c' "'' t' s &t> - oY fl+ fl= ' 
where, 'I is the unknown wa•·e field, C0 is the gi11en reference wa•·e speed, f is the gi11en 
dispersion parameter, and Sis a gi11en wa>1' source function. C0 and fare functions 
of location, but it is assumed that outside a finite region they do not depend on I. 
The wa•·e source Sis a function of location and time, but is as=ied to ha'" local 
1mpport. 
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions are specified on the nmth and 
south boundaries, rs and rN: 
"" 
3y = 0. (III.1) 
In acourtics, these correspond to "soft waJl" and ''hard waJl" conditions, respecti11ely. 
A Dirichlet boundary condition is prescribed on the weITT boundary r n·: 
11(0, y, t) = 'II<· (y, t), (III.2) 
where 'I«· (y, t) is an incoming wa•·e function. As I ~ oo, the solution is bounded 
and does not include incoming wa•·es. To complete the problem ITTatement, the initial 
conditions: 
11(x,y,O)=>;<i, :(x,y,O)=Wa, (III.3) 
are gi•·en at time t = 0 for the entire domain. \lie assume that the functions 'lo and 
We ha'" local 1mpport. 
\lie now truncate the semi-infinite domain by introducing an artificial east 
boundary 6 at I= IE which we call r£. This boundary di>·ides the original semi-
infinite domain into two 1mbdomains: an exterior domain V, and a finite computa-
tional domain Q bounded by fN, fs, fE, and fn .. \lie chooe the location of fE 
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guclJ that the entire 1mpport of S, flo, and We is in 0. Thus on r E the homogeneous 
counterpart of the Klein-Gordon equation holds: 
~; - C'2,'V'f!+f'fl = 0. 
On r E, C~ and f' are y-dependent (or, as a special case conITTant). 
B. THE HIGDON NON-REFLECTING BOUNDARY 
CONDITION 
The Higdon condition for non-dispersi-1;e acourtic and elastic wa•;es was pre-
sented and analyzed in a sequence of papers (see e.g. [Ref. 17] - [Ref. 20]). These were 
later extended to include dispersi-1;e wa•;es [Ref. 21]. To obtain a well-posed problem 
for the finite domain Q (see Figure 9) we impose a reformulation of the Higdon NRBC 
[Ref. 21] on r E to reduce spurious wa•·e refection. 
The Higdon NRBC is obtained by compoo:ing simple firITT-order differential 
operators. For example, a Higdon NRBC of order J (denoted by HJ) is: 
(III.4) 
In this section we will show that Higdon NRBC's ha•·e se•·eral ad>o.ntages including: 
• Their reflection coefficients are easily determined. 
• They are exact for all wa•·es that propagate in an I-direction with phase speeds 
equal to either of C1 through CJ. 
• They constitute a sequence of conditions of increasing order. No asymptotic 
approximation is in>-ol•·ed in their construction, enabling one to obtain solu-
tions with unlimited accuracy. 
• They are robust. Reflection coefficients become smaller as the order Jin-
creases. A good choice of C, 's leads to better accuracy for a smaller J, but 
reductions in spurious reflection can gtj]] be obtained with non-optimal C,'s 
by simply increasing J. 
• They are •·e:ry general applying to a >o.:riety of wa>-e problems in one, two, 
or three-dimensional configurations. Moreo>-er, they can be used for wa•·e 
problems in dispersi>-e and matified media. 
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To discm;er the moti11ation for the form introduced abm;e (III.4), consider a 
possible solution to the semi-infinite wa•·e guide program suggested by (II.90): 
(III.5) 
where A is the wa•·e amplitude, ,;·is the phase, k is the I-component wa>-e number, 
w 
w is the wa•·e frequency, and Cx =/;is the phase •·elocity. Y~(y) is determined from 
the dependency of C0 and f on y. RecaJl from the Klein Gordon equation deri>-ation 
that C0 = gH0 , where H0 (x,y) is described in Figure 8. Since this analysis assumes 
a fiat bottom, H 0 , and therefore C0 , is constant. Also recall that f, the dispersion 
or Coriolis parameter, •·aried with the latitude ¢ (II.43). \l,rith respect to the Earth 
model (Figure 2), ¢was determined to be a function of y only. Therefore, in the 
shaJlow water model, f is a function of y only. Naw consider the real part of (III.5): 
'I= AY~(y) cos[k(r - Cxt +,;')]. (III.6) 




IJ(Cx - C,) = 0. (III.8) 
,~1 
Thus the Higdon NRBC is exact (e.g. no portion of the wa•·e is reflected) at r E if the 
phase speed Cx matches any of the chosen Higdon parameters C,. 
TypicaJly solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation consist of an infinite number 
of wa•·es, whereas, we are limited to the selection of a finite number of parameters. 
Therefore, in most cases Cx of CJ. \lie can still >-alidate (III.8) by assuming that the 
impinging wa•·e splits at r E into a reflected and passing wa>-e. The magnitude of 
the reflected wa•·e is easily analyzed. Consider a simplified form of (III.6) in which 
Y~(y) = 1 and,;·= 0: 
'I= A cos[k(r - Cxt)], (III.9) 
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and a firITTrmder Higdon NRBC: 
(III.10) 
where Cx of C,. The original wa•·e impinging on r E is the sum of the wa>1' that 
passes through r E and the wa•·e that reflects back into the domain. Mathematically 
stated: 
(III.11) 
where Ar and AP are the amplitudes of the reflected and passing wa>1'S respecti>·ely. 
Note that reflection affects the wa>1' by re>1'rsing its direction of tra>1'1, or mathe-
matically by re•·ersing the sign of the wa•·e number k. The wa•·e frequency w for 
the reflected wa>·e remains unchanged. If any reflection occurs, then 0 < IArl < IAI. 
\l,rith regards to the passing wa>·e, the wa>·e number k and phase speed Cx remain 
unchanged. Howe•·er, IA,,I will be reduced with respect to IAI. Substituting the 
right-hand side of (III.11) into (III.10) yields: 
(III.12) 
Using this equation we define the reflection coeffic,ent R for a firITTrorder Higdon 
NRBC to be: 
This yields: 
1 IA,,1= 1 +RIAI. 
(III.13) 
(III.14) 
\lie see from (III.13) and (III.14) that IArl < IA,,I when Cx of 0. Note that R ~ 1 as 
Cx ~ 0 implying that wa>·es with low phase speeds will result in maximum reflection 
of IArl = IAPI = .5IAI at the artificial boundary. Tiris circumstance is mitigated in 
that these same low-speed wa•·es reach the boundary at times that are often outside 
the scope of the problem. 
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The reflection coefficient for a J'h-order Higdon NRBC is easily deri-11ed using 
the abm;e techniques: R-r\IC,-C,I -,~1 c,+cx· (III.15) 
This expression represents the product of J factors that are less than one. Hence sim-
ply increasing the order J reduces the amplitude of the reflecting wa•·e. TheoreticaJly, 
one could reduce the amplitude of the reflected wa•·e at r E to zero without regard for 
the >olue of C, by letting J ~ oo. Practically, howe•·er, we are limited by computer 
capability. \lie can only select a finite number of C,'s and therefore muITT tolerate 
some spurious reflection. Fortunately, R can by reduced significantly by intelligently 
selecting C,'s. Strategies for this are discussed in the next section. 
C. DETER1\.1INING OPTIMAL VALUES FOR THE 
HIGDON PARAMETERS 
Existing literature offers no analytical means to optimize the >olue of the Hig-
don parameters C, for a dispersi•·e wa•·e. Three general methods ha•·e been guggeITTed: 
(1) a-priori selection, (2) computer automated selection, and (3) dynamic selection. 
The firITT two methods are explored in this section. 
The fugt general method wa.s suggeITTed by Higdon (see e.g. [Ref. 17] - [Ref. 
21]) and selects C, 's using an "educated guess". One takes ad•·antage of the properties 
of the reflection coefficient R and parameters of the Klein-Gordon equation to accom-
plish this. A second general method choooes C,'s automatically by computer code 
as a preprocess. These methods typicaJly use information about the interior wa•·e to 
select C,'s that minimize reflection. Gi,·oli and Neta guggeITT a simple approach in 
which C, 's are determined from wa•·e numbers that are e•·enly distributed 0>1'r the 
span of maximum resol>o.ble wa•·e numbers. In another approach they recommend 
using the minimax method to pick k >olues [Ref. 24]. To teITT these methods, the 
"oscilloocope" method is de•·eloped to fine tune the C,'s and minimize the reflection 
of a known wa•·e. TheoreticaJly, this procedure produces the beITT re1mlt, but it is too 
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expensT11e computationaJly to ser>1' as a µreprocess. It is, howe•·er, a useful measure 
of the effecti>1'ness of other guggeITTed methods. 
To quantitati•·ely compare the different schemes, se-;·eral numerical experi-
ments are conducted for a semi-infinite one-dimensional domain [O, oo) on the I-axis. 
This domain aJlows wa>1'S to tra•·el in the I-direction only, eliminating a need to con-
sider geometric dispersion which occurs in the semi-infinite channel. It also aJlows us 
to determine analyticaJly the effects of Higdon parameters C, on the reflection coeffi-
cient R. The wa>1'S in the domain are go>1'rned by the one-dimensional homogeneous 
Klein-Gordon equation: 
a'fl , a'fl , 
at,-c03I,+ff1=0, (III.16) 
An artificial boundary r Eis placed at 4ir. A continuous wa>1' is assumed to exiITT 
inside the truncated domain with the following initial conditions: 
n 1 
f!(I, 0) = L - cos(kI) and f/t(I, 0) = 0. k' •~1 
The solution is assumed to be of the form: 
n 
f!(I,t) = LA.cos(kI-wt), 
~' 
where the dispersion relation: 
w' = Ci;k' + f' 
is necessary to satisfy (III.16). Subrtituting (III.19) into (III.18) yields: 





The regulting dispersi•·e wa•·e is somewhat contri•·ed since the number of wa>1' num-
bers k is finite. Howe>1'r, it ser•·es for the current purpose to analyze >o.:rious schemes 
to select Higdon parameters. Rewriting (III.20) generates: 
n 1 











Note that c. 2: C0 , a fact that is important later when eITT:imating C,'s. Equation 
(III.21) is used to determine the reflection coefficient R: 
R-IA'l-rrlc,-c.1-fr kc,-JcJk'+t' 
- Ap -,~1 c,+c. -,~1 kC,+JCJk'+f' 
Thus the equation for the reflected wa•·e is: 
'°l(R) J::-, -- cos(-kr - JcJk' + f' t), 
'=1 k R+l 
(III.23) 
(III.24) 
which can be use to determine the error lle(t)ll regulting from a specified Higdon 
NRBC. Note that, by (III.23), R is a function of k and must appear inside the 
gummation. \lie calculate the error by taking the norm of the reflected wa>1' from 0 
tor£. Since the experimental data is discrete, the equation for the 2-norm of the 
reflected wa•·e at time t is: 
,, 
lle(<)ll ~ L (III.25) 
~' 
where Nx, the numbe:r of elements in the I->·ector, is determined by the refinement 
of the grid. In each experiment we set C0 = 2 and f = 1. The error measurement is 
taken at time t = 100 time units. 
1. Experiment One: CJ = Co 
In the firITT experiment, we disregard the wa>1' generated inside the domain 
and offer our beITT guess for determining C,'s. As shown by (III.22), C• 2: Co. Fur-
thermore, from (III.23), we see that for ICokl >> lfl, 
R~ rrlC,-C,I 
,~ 1 C, +Co. (III.26) 
It is therefore logical to let C, = C0 for J = 1 ... J. For a firITT order Higdon 
NRBC (H1), this is equi•·alent to the Sommerfeld condition which is utilized widely 
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in meteoxology [Ref. 24]. By simply incxea.sing the oxdex J of the Higdon NRBC, 
(III.15) xevealed that the xef!ection coefficient R is xeduced. Wnen we let Co= 2 and 
f=l, om example wave (III.20) becomes: 
75 1 
17(:r, t) = L k2 cos(k:r - y 4k2 + 1 t). 
~i 
The Jfh-oxdex xef!ection coefficient (III.23) fox this wave is: 
R'k) = IIJ 12k- y4k2 +11 
t j=i 2k + y 4k2 + 1 
(III.27) 
(III.28) 
Using this equation we gen ex ate the x effected wave xesulting from the bounda.ry con-
dition. Figuie 10 (left) displays the xef!ected wave fox a fust-oxdex (Hi) thxough 
thiid-oxdei (H3 ) Hjgdon NRBC. F01 H.J. thxough Hg the amplitude of the xef!ected 
wave has decxeased to the point that it is not visible unless a smallex scale is used. 
Figuxe 10 (xjght) displays the noxms of the xef!ected waves, which a.re ta.ken to be the 
measuiement of eix 01 fox the b ounda.ry condition. This .figuxe quantifies the x apid 
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Figuxe 10. Left: Elxpeximent la, 17R at t=lOO: C; = C0 with C0 =2 and f=l (Solid 
Line Depicts Hi. Dotted Line Depicts H 2 Plot). Right: 1117R II at t=lOO fox Hi thxough 
Hg. 
\Ve might xe.fine this method even fuxthex by consideiing the following a.rgu-
ment: Although (III.23) xeveals C; __,. Co as k gets la.rge, (III.28) suggests that R is 
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smaJl fox la.rge k anyway. The1efo1e by selecting C; = C0 , we select Hjgdon coeffi-
cients that damp out waves that had a low 1election coefficient R, while waves with 
low wave numb eis, and the1efo1e highe1 1ef!ection coefficients, a.re not conside1ed in 
the estimation of C;. The1efo1e, using (III.22 ), we conside1: 
Jc.21.2 . + J2 
C . _ O"mtn ,- , kmin 
(III.2Q) 
whe1e, from om expe1iment pa.ramete1s, k,,,;n = 1. Fox this example C; = v'5. 
Impioved 1esults a.re 1epo1ted in Fjguie 11. Howeve1, one has p1esupposed some 
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2. Experiment Two: Ci Determined from Wave Num-
bers Distributed Evenly over [kmin, kmox] 
In the second expe1iment, we selected C/s by evenly distiibuting wave num-
be1s ove1 the inte1val [k,,,;n, k,,,..,]. All othei pa.rameteis used a.re the same as those 
used in the fust expe1iment. He1e, k,,,..,, the minimum significant wave numbe1, might 
be dete1mined by some advanced knowledge of the internal wave, 01 by the time scale 
of the p10 bl em (e.g. k,,,;n desc1ibes a wave that moves so slowly that it neve1 1eaches 
the boundary). Fox this expe1iment, k,,,;n = 1. 'With 1ega.rds to k,,,..,, assuming 10 
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grid points per wa•·e length are necessary to resol'" any g:i>1'n wa>1', a reasonable 
eITT:imate is: 
' km== 56x' (III.30) 
where L'.i.r is the grid spacing. The k •·alues are then gi>1'n by: 
i=0,1, ... J-1 (III.31) 
where J is the order of the Higdon NRBC and kJ, is the ,th k->olue for a J'h-order 
boundary condition. Equation (III.30) guggeITTs that!;;,,,== 50 for this experiment. 
After determining the kJ's, we now use (III.22) to calculate the C,'s: 
_ JCJkJ, + f' 
C,. - , (III.32) 
' k,, 
where CJ, is the ,th Higdon parameter for a J'h-order boundary condition. The 
regulting C,'s for this experiment are: 
Hi: 2.2361 
H,: 2.0001 2.2361 
H,: 2.0001 2.0004 2.2361 
H~: 2.0001 2.0002 2.0008 2.2361 
H5 : 2.0001 2.0002 2.0004 2.0014 2.2361 
Ho: 2.0001 2.0002 2.0003 2.0006 2.0021 2.2361 
H,: 2.0001 2.0001 2.0002 2.0004 2.0008 2.0030 2.2361 
Ha: 2.0001 2.0001 2.0002 2.0003 2.0005 2.0011 2.0039 2.2361 
Ho: 2.0001 2.0001 2.0002 2.0002 2.0004 2.0007 2.0014 2.0049 2.2361 
The error measurements are reported in Figure 12 and represent a significant im-
prm;ement m;er those reported in the fugt experiment. \lie now seek to imprm;e the 
eITT:imation of C,'s using a method suggeITTed by Neta and Gi,·oli [Ref. 24]. 
3. Experiment Three: Estimating CJ 's from Wave 
Numbers Obtained using the Minimax Formula 
The third experiment utilizes a method that computes C,'s from wa•·e num-
bers obtained using the minimax formula based on the Chebyshe•· polynomial, an 
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Figuxe 12. Expeximent 2, 1117R II at t= 100: C; from k Evenly Distxibuted on [k.,,;n, k.,,..,] 
(C0 =2,f=l) 
appxoach adopted by Neta and Givoli [Ref. 24]. \Ve considei the method fox the one-
dimensional pxo bl em pxesented by the cui xent expeximent in which wave numb eis a.re 
given by: 
k;, = k~.., [ ((2i-1)) ] T l+cos 2(j-l) 11', i = 1, 2, ... j -1, (III.33) 
whexe k;, is the ith wave numbex calculated fox a fh-oxdei bounda.ry condition. As 
befoxe, the maximum xesolvable wave numb ex k.,,.., equals 50. The Higdon pa.rametexs 
a.re calculated using (III.32). The J'h Higdon pa.rametex C; is set equal to C0 . The 
xesulting Higdon pa.rametexs wexe: 
Hi: 2 
H2: 2 2.0002 
H3: 2 2.0001 2.0007 
H.J.: 2 2.0001 2.0002 2.0015 
Hs: 2 2.0001 2.0001 2.0003 2.0026 
Ho: 2 2.0001 2.0001 2.0002 2.0005 2.0041 
H1: 2 2.0001 2.0001 2.0002 2.0003 2.0007 2.005Q 
Hs: 2 2.0001 2.0001 2.0001 2.0002 2.0004 2.000Q 2.0080 
Hg: 2 2.0001 2.0001 2.0001 2.0002 2.0002 2.0004 2.0012 2.0104 
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The error norms reported in Figure 13 (left) are not the predicted impro>1'ment cr11er 
the regults reported in the second experiment. Howe•·er with a minor adjustment to 
the method, we can bring this about. Rather than setting C, = C0 , we use (III.29) 
and let: 
../C'k' + f' C= om,~ 
' '· 
-m 
The Higdon parameters are now shifted slightly as follows: 
H, 2.2361 
H, 2.0002 2.2361 
H, 2.0001 2.0007 2.2361 
H~: 2.0001 2.0002 2.0015 2.2361 
H, 2.0001 2.0001 2.0003 2.0026 2.2361 
H, 2.0001 2.0001 2.0002 2.0005 2.0041 2.2361 
H, 2.0001 2.0001 2.0002 2.0003 2.0007 2.0059 2.2361 
H, 2.0001 2.0001 2.0001 2.0002 2.0004 2.0009 2.0080 2.2361 
Ho 2.0001 2.0001 2.0001 2.0002 2.0002 2.0004 2.0012 2.0104 2.2361 
The decrease in error measure reported in Figure 13 (right) indicates that though the 
change in the method is minor, the regults are 1mbstantial and are a small imprm;ement 
m;er the results of the second experiment. \lie now conduct a final experiment that 
will fine tune the results found in this experiment and minimize the reflected wa•·e. 
4. Experiment Four: A Procedure for Optimizing CJ 's 
The fourth experiment utilizes a procedure for optimizing C,'s that can be 
utilized if an exact solution is known. It is computationally intensi>1', but pro>'ides 
a quantitati'" comparison for the methods introduced thus far. Imagine the Higdon 
parameters C, to be controlled by the dials on an oscilloscope. A boundary condition 
of order J is represented by J dials. The screen on of the oscilloscope represents 
the finite domain and displays the reflected wa•·e. An experimenter adjusts the first 
dial up or down in order to reduce the size of the reflected wa>1'. He continues his 
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Figu1e 13. Left: Expe1iment 3a, 1117Rll at t=lOO and C; = C0 • Right: Expe1iment 
,,jc2k2. + f2 
3b, 1117Rll at t=lOO and C; = 0 ,;:,,'" . In both Cases, C; is Computed from 
tn 
'Wave Numbe1s Dete1mined using the Minimax Fo1mula Based on the Chebyshev 
Polynomial 
adjustments to the 1emaining dials mini.nrizing the 1ef!ected wave each time. Afte1 
.finishing he 1epeats the p1ocess as many times as necessaiy until he can no longe1 
1educe the displayed wave. The 1esulting dial settings axe the C;'s that mininrize 
the 1ef!ection at the aiti.ficial boundaiy fox a paiticulai wave action in the domain of 
inteiest. 
This piocedu1e was simulated with MATLAB and using paiamete1s dete1-
mined from the 1esults in the thiid expe1iment as the initial C;'s. The 1esulting 
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Higdon parameters were: 
H 1 : 2.2229 
H,: 2.0481 2.2359 
H,: 2.0170 2.0607 2.2361 
H~: 2.0075 2.0260 2.0615 2.2361 
H 5 : 2.0038 2.0135 2.0275 2.0615 2.2361 
Ho: 2.0031 2.0116 2.0206 2.0278 2.0616 2.2361 
H,: 2.0021 2.0075 2.0151 2.0276 2.0608 2.0615 2.2361 
Ha: 2.0012 2.0047 2.0094 2.0156 2.0276 2.0615 2.0615 2.2361 
Ho: 2.0010 2.0037 2.0075 2.0106 2.0156 2.0276 2.0615 2.0616 2.2361 
The error measurements reported in Figure 14 show a significant decrease when com-
pared to thooe generated by the modified minimax method. Clearly the "oocilloscope" 
procedure was effecti1;e in substantiaJly reducing the magnitude of the reflected wa>1'. 
It is aJso interesting to note that the maximum CJ for H 3 through H9 is based on 
/;;,,.,,~ which is 1 in this experiment. Tiris has the effect of aJlowing the wa>1' with the 
smaJlest wa•·e number to pass through the boundary unhindered. This is significant 
because this wa•·e has largest reflection. \lie can obtain the remaining wa•·e num-
bers that pass without reflection at the boundary using the abm;e C,'s. These are 
calculated as follows: 
(III.34) 
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Using this formula, the resulting k/s from the oscilloscope procedure a.re : 
H1 : 1.0308 
H2: 2.2662 1.0004 
H3: 3.8287 2.0139 1 
H.J.: 5.7711 3.0908 2.0008 1 
H5: 8.0799 4.2890 3.3035 2.0008 1 
Ho : 9.0027 4.6387 3.4745 2.9870 1.9992 1 
H1: 11.011 5.7748 4.0590 3.0010 2.0132 2.0008 1 
Hs: 14.333 7.3193 5.1511 4.0014 2.9986 2.0009 2.0002 1 
Hg: 15.918 8.1628 5. 7489 4.8542 3.9942 3.0011 2.0004 1.9992 1 
This information by itself is uninteresting, but is useful when compared to the k/s 
obtccined by the modified minimax method which were: 
H1: 1 
H2: 35.355 1 
H3: 46.794 19.134 1 
H.J.: 48.296 35.355 12.941 1 
H5: 49.039 41.574 27. 779 9.7545 1 
Ho: 49.384 44.550 35.355 22.700 7.8217 1 
H1: 49.572 46.194 39.668 30.438 19.134 6.5263 1 
Hs: 49.686 47.194 42.336 35.355 26.602 16.514 5.5982 1 
Hg: 49.759 47.847 44.096 38.651 31. 720 23.570 14.5142 4.9009 1 
These results indicate that: 
• It is mare effective to select Cj 's that correspond to lower wave numbers. 
• The span of wave numbers generated by the minimax method is much greater 
than the optimized span indicated by the "oscilloscope71 procedure. 
• The wave numbers inside the minimax span increase too quickly when com-
p a.red to the optimal span. 
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Figu1e 14. Elxpe1iment 4, 1117R II at t= 100: C; Optimized using Oscilloo;cope P10cedu1e 
In the next chapte1 we expl01 e the piope1ties of the Hjgdon NRBC with 1espect 
to the two-dimensional infinite wave guide. 
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IV. DISCRETIZING THE SEMI-INFINITE 
WAVE GUIDE PROBLEM WITH ARTIFICIAL 
BOUNDARIES 
In this section we discretize the Klein-Gmdon equation. \lie aJso deri1;e two 
forms of the discrete Higdon NRBC using the two- and three-point bacl>Vard-difference 
equations for the fuITT-order deri11ati11e. A scheme proposed by Gi11oli and Neta [Ref. 
22] is used to simplify this ITTep. \lie then compare the two Higdon forms, as well as 
pre>ciously discussed schemes for selecting C,, •1:ia numerical example. \lie accomplish 
this by numericaJly solving the semi-infinite wa•·e guide problem (Figure 9). A spatial 
grid for I and y and a temporal grid fort is set up and he fl •1alue at a point (xp,yq) 
at time t = t~ is denoted by: 
(IV.1) 
The fl •1alues of the wa•·e guide's interior points are determined using the discrete 
Klein-Gordon equation. \lie then obtain fl •1alues on the north and south boundaries. 
Neumann conditions are imposed here and discretization schemes are required. Fi-
nally, the fl •1alues on the east boundary are determined using the discrete form of 
the Higdon NRBC. 
A. DISCRETIZING THE KLEIN-GORDON EQUATION 
The homogeneous linearized shallow wate:r u·dh zero mean or Klein-Gordon 
equation is gi-11en by (II.88): 
Higdon pro•;ed that in the context of the scalar Klein-Gordon equation, discrete Hig-
don NRBC's are stable if such a standard second-order central-difference scheme is 
used to discretize (V.19) [Ref. 21]. Thus we use the following approximation for the 
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second deri11ati11e: 
F11 (x0 ) = ~' [F(r0 - h)- 2F(r0) + F(x0 + h)] + O(h'), (IV.2) 
where his the grid size and O(h') is an approximation error of order h'. \lie approx-
imate the Klein-Gordon equation by: 
1 ·~-l ?~ ~+ 1 ) (Co)'·~ 9 ~ ~) (6t)'(f/p.q - -f/p.q +'JP,, - 6x (f/p-l.q - -'JP,, +'lp+l.q 
(IV.3) 
(IV .4) 
C0 6t . ~ ? ~ ~ ? . , ~ ~-1 ( ) ' + 6 Y \ f/p.q-1 - -'JP,, + 'lp,,+1 l + 1- - \! 6t) l'lp,, - 'Ip,, . 
\lie use this equation to approximate the interior points of the domain. The approxi-
mation error is of order 0( 6x', 6y', 6t'). Note that the scheme is two le•·el in time 
and thus one requires an additional starting •·alue. This can be accomplished using 
the Matsuno scheme [Ref. 33]. 
B. DISCRETIZING THE NORTH AND SOUTH 
BOUNDARIES 
If the conditions on the north and south boundaries contain deri>-ati•·es, then 
they too must be discretized. Fm example, consider the Neumann type condition: 
"" 
3y = 0, 
The south boundary is discretized by using a three-point forward-difference formula 
for F 1(r0 ): 
F1(x0 ) = 2~ [-3F(r0) + 4F(x0 + h) - F(x0 + 2h) + O(h'). (IV.5) 
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Thus the south boundary condition is approximated by: 
(IV .6) 
where Sis they-index marking the south boundary, 6y is the ffize of they-grid, and 
0( 6y') is an approximation error of order 6y'. \lie now approximate fl on the south 
boundary: 
(IV.7) 
Similarly on the north boundary, three-point bacl>Vard-difference formula for F'(ro), 
an approximation of order 6y' for fl is: 
(IV .8) 
where N is they-index marking the north boundary. 
C. THE DISCRETE FORM OF THE HIGDON NRBC 
The J'h-order Higdon NRBC HJ (III.4) is the product of J operators: 
' (a a) II &t +c,ax f1=0. 
,~1 
(IV.9) 
To discretize this equation, use the two-point bad.>Vard-difference formula for the first 
F'(ro) = ~ [F(ro) - F(xo - h)] + O(h), (IV.10) 
where O(h) is an approximation error of order h. The discrete form of (IV.9) becomes: 
,fll [ (fl(I,y, t)- ~~I,y, t - l!,t)) 
(IV.11) 
The approximation error for this equation is of order 0(6r, 6t). 
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Two special operators are defined to further facilitate the discussion. The 
temporal shift operator, denoted bys,-, affects a grid point as follows: 
(IV.12) 
Similarly, the spatial shift operator in the I-direction, denoted bys:;, affects a grid 
point as follows: 
(IV.13) 
The identity operator, denoted by I, has no effect when operating on the grid point, 
e.g. !1', = 11;:,. Using these operators, the discrete form of the Higdon NRBC is: 
,fr
1 
[I~:,- + c, (I~::;)] 11~4 = 0, (IV.14) 
where the index E corresponds to the location of the Higdon NRBC at I= IE· By 
collecting the operator terms I, s,-, and S:;, (IV.14) can be rewritten as: 
, [( '") - ( '") -1 -,IJ
1 
1+c, 6 I r-s, - c, 6 I sx 11E4=0. 
Making the following suh;titutions: 
'" a,=1+c, 6I, 
allows us to rewrite (IV .15) as: 
, 
d, = -1, '" e, =-C,6I' 





Now consider a second order Higdon NRBC H,, which by using (IV .17 ) and 




In this form, HJ is represented as the summation of 3J terms: 
,, -1 
L AmPm11~4 = 0, (IV.19) 
--
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where A,,, is a product of a,, d, and/or e,, and Pm is made up of a combination of 




z· = L AmP m'l1',, , (IV.21) 
m~i 
we can rewrite (IV.19) as: 
(IV.22) 
Since Ao of 0, this implies: 
(IV.23) 
The problem now is to e•;aluate z•. 
\lie now employ the scheme de>cised by Gi,·oli and Neta [Ref. 22]. Consider 
the coefficient Am and the operator Pm. \lie rewrite the index 1n in base 3 and refer 
to it as 1n(')' Table II =ima.rizes A,,,1, 1 and Pm1, 1 and their corresponding •·alues for 
the discrete form of H, described by (IV.18). Inspection of the table re-;·eals a useful 
Table II. H, Values for Am and Pm 
'" 
,,, 
A0 ~ A00 ,,, - "i"> P0 ~ P00,,, - I' R ' ' oo,,, 'IE.q - 1/E.q 
Ai~ Aoi,,, aid, Pi~ Poi,,, IS, Poi,,, 111,_0 -ryE 
A,~ A0 ,,,, - aie, P, ~ Po,,,, - I Sx R ' ' 02,,, 1/E_n - 'IE 
' A,~ Aw,,, - dia2 P, ~ Pio,,, - S, I Pw,,, 111,_q - 111:---,,· 
A~~ Aii,,, - did, P~ ~ Pii,,, - ( S, )• Pii,,, 111:." - 111,-· 
Ao~ Ai,,,, - die, Ps ~ Pi,,,, - S, Sx Pi,,,, 111,_ ,_, 
- 'IE-i 
Ao~ A,0,,, - eia2 P0 ~ P,0,,, - Sx I R ' ' "°'" 'IE.q - 'IE-i.q 
A, ~ A,i,,, eid, P, ~ P,i,,, sx s, P,i,,, 111,_0 ,,; 
' A8 ~A,,,,, - eie 2 Pa~ P,,,,, -(Sx) R ' ' 22,,_ 1/E_n - 'IE 
' 
pattern that allows us to quickly generate the discrete form of HJ for any order J. 
\l{ith regards to the index 1nc31 , a digit •·alue of 0, 1, m 2 implies that the coefficients 
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Table III. Constructing Pm and A,,, from the Base Three Index 0221(3) 
Digit Position 
' ' ' 
4 
Digit Value 
" ' ' ' Use Digit Value to 
Select Constant o, ,, ,, d, 
Use Digit Position to 
Set Constant's Subscript 
"' " " " Use Digit Value to 





a,, d,, ore, respecti>1'ly are part of the product that make up A,,,1, 1. The position of 
the digit determines the index J for each term, where we consider the left mart digit 
to be in position 1. Similarly, the digits 0, 1, and 2 imply the application of the I, 
s,-, or S:; operator respecti•·ely in the construction of Pm1,1. For example, H~ has 
81 terms. The index for the 25th term has a base 3 equi•·alent equal to 0221(3) (note 
that J digits are always used for HJ)· Table III summarizes the application of the 
base three index 0221(3) to construct Am and Pm. Therefore: 
and: 
\lie can further generalize the operator equation as follows: 
(IV.24) 
where a and b are the number of times that the digits 1 and 2 appear respecti•·ely in 
Thus far we ha'" indicated that this scheme will generate 3J terms, but this 
number is reduced considerably when one combines terms containing the same opera-
tor. For example, in Table II the operators rs,-, Is:;, and s:; s,- appear twice. \\iben 
combined, the number of terms for the discretized form of H, is reduced by three. In 
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general, terms will contain operators of the form 5:;a s,-0 where 0 :::; a+ b :::; J. The 
number of integer combinations of a and b that satisfy the inequality is: 
J+l (J + 2)(J + 1) L1 = 9 , ,~1 - (IV.25) 
and represents the number of different operator poosibilities for HJ. Tirisis significant, 
because it greatly reduces ITT or age requirements as well as processing time when using 
higher order Higdon NRBC's. For example, H9 is fully discretized using 55 •;ice 19,683 
(39 ) terms. 
D. IMPROVED FORM FOR THE DISCRETE HIGDON 
NRBC 
In the pre>cious section, we formulated a discrete form of the Higdon NRBC 
with an approximation error of order O(h). The approximation error for the di& 
cretized Klein-Gordon equation and for the north/south boundaries were of order 
0( h'). This guggeITTs that we might imprm;e our scheme for discretizing the Higdon 
NRBC by using the three-point bacl>Vard-difference formula which is gi•·en by: 
F'(xo) = 2~ [3F(ro) - 4F(x0 - h) + F(xo - 2h)] + O(h'), (IV .26) 
Using this in operator notation, the imprm;ed discrete form of the Higdon NRBC is: 
'[3!-45,-+5,-' (3!-45;+5;')] __ II 6 +c, 6 'IE_,,-o. J~l t I (IV .27) 
Collecting the operator terms I, s,-, and 5;, (IV.27) can be rewritten as: 
' [( "') 4 - 1 _, 4 "' - 1 "' -'] -II l+C,-;;:- I--5, +-5, --C,-;;:-5x+-C,-;;:-5x 'IE_,,=0. J~l LlI 3 3 3 LlI 3 LlI (IV .28) 
Making the following guh;titutions: 
6t 4 1 
a, = 1 + C, l!,x' b, = - 3, c, = 3, 1 "' and e, = -C,-;;:-, 3 Ll3 (IV.29) 
allows us to rewrite (IV .28) as: 




In the expanded form, HJ is represented as the gummation of 5J terms: 
5'-1 
L AmPm1)~_,, = 0, (IV.31) 
_, 
where A,,, is a product of a,, b,, c,, d,, and/ore,. Similarly Pm is made up of a 
combination of operators I, s,-, s,-', S:; and/or S:;'. By letting: 
5' -1 
z· = L AmPm'I~,,, (IV.32) 
m~l 
and noting that Ao of 0 we rewrite (IV .31) as: 




Using a procedure similar to that employed by Gi-11oli and Neta [Ref. 22], we can 
easily sift through the algebraic complexities of (IV.33). 
Consider again the coefficient Am and the operator Pm. \lie rewrite the index 
1n in base 5 which we will refe:r to as 1nc51 . \l,rith regards to this index, a digit >olue of 
0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 implies that the coefficients a,, b,, c,, d,, or e, respecti•·ely are part 
of the product that makes up Am1, 1. The position of the digit determines the index } 
for each term, where the left moITT digit is in position 1. Similarly, the digits 0, 1, 2, 
3, and4 imply the application of the I, s,-, s,-', s:;, ors:;' operator respecti•·ely in 
the construction of Pm1,1. For example, H5 has 3125 terms. The index of the 1454th 
term has a base 5 equi>olent of 21304(5 ). Therefore: 
and: 
\lie ha'" indicated that this scheme will generate 5J terms, but this number 
JS reduced considerably by combining terms with the same operator. Terms will 
contain operators of the form IS:;a s,-0 where 0 :::; a+ b :::; 2J. The number of integer 
combinations of a and b must be less than: 
'~1 (2J + 2)(2J + 1) 
~} = 2 . 
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(IV.34) 
\lie note that certain operator combinations are not possible. For example, consider 
H3 . The operator s,-55; is impossible because aJl three operators are required to 
construct the s,-5 te:rm lea•;ing no possibility for it to coexist with the s; te:rm. 
Taking into consideration these operators, the number of terms needed to describe 
(2J+1)'+1 
2 
Hence H9 is fully discretized using 181•rice1,953,125 (59 ) terms. 
(IV.35) 
E. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: EMPLOYING HIGDON NRBC'S 
FOR A SINGLE WAVE PULSE AT r;v IN A SEMI-
INFINITE WAVE GUIDE 
\lie now return to the semi-infinite wa•·e guide depicted in Figure 9 of Sec-
tion A. \lie let the wa>-e guide width b = 5 and depth 8 = .1. The medium is 
dispersi>-e with f = .5 and a gra>-itation acceleration of g = 10 is used. The initial 
>-alues are zero e•·erywhere. The boundary function fl,. on the weITT boundary r n· JS: 
& (IV .36) 
otherwise , 
where Ya, rand t0 are the wa•·e pulse center, radius and time duration respecti•·ely. 
The parameter >-alues are set at Ya= 2.5, r = 1.5, and t0 = 0.5. 
An artificial boundary 6 is impooed at I = 5, defining the computational 
domain Q as a 5 x 5 square. A mesh of 20 x 20 is used in 0. The two-pointbad.>Vard 
difference method as described in Section IV. Equation IV.23 is used to eITT:imate the 
Higdon boundary >-alues. The extended domain V for the reference solution fl_, is 
a 15 x 5 rectangle with a 60 x 20 mesh. An artificial boundary is imposed on Vat 
I = 15. Any spurious reflections regulting from this boundary will not affect fl_, 
if the run time is less than 25 . Tiris the time it takes for a wa•·e to tra•·el from 
c, 
I= 0 (r E) to I= 15 (fn. for V) plus the time it takes for any reflection to tra•·el 
back to I= 5 (fn. for 0). On the north and south boundaries we impose ~ = 0. 
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This "hard waJl" condition, which causes wa>1'S to bounce off the north and south 
boundaries, will result in additional geometric dispersion. 
Two cases with artificial boundaries, f/ __ , and '1-··'' are computed and jux-
taposed to '1-t. For f1
00
,.,, an NRBC with J = 4 is constructed with parameters 
C, = { C0 , C0 , C0 , Co}. Here C0 = V g8 = 1 is the minimum wa•·e speed. An error 




[f!_,(r,, y,, t) - f/ __ , (r,, y,, t)]' 
NxNy 
(IV .37) 
where Nx and Ny are the number of grid-points in the I- and y-directions as de-
termined by the grid spacing. For'/ __ ,, an NRBC with J = 1 and C, = {C0 } is 
constructed and its numerical solution is compared to fl_, to obtain a second er-
ror measurement. \lie rate the effecti>1'ness of NRBC's by comparing the >-alues of 
lle(t)llo. Note that lle(t)llo is a function of time and will start to increase as the wa>·e 
impinges on the artificial boundary. 
Figures 15 through 19 show the solutions for fl_,, f/ __ , and '1-··' at times 
t=l, 4, 5, 8 and 10 seconds. The top-left and-rightplots depict fl_, on the truncated 
domain Q and extended domain V respecti•·ely (note that, though the extended 
domain is continuous, it is separated in the figure so that fl_, may be better contrasted 
with f/ __ , and f1
00
,.,). The middle- and bottom-left plots cm respond to fl-··' and fl-··' 
respecti>·ely. Two graphs on the center- and bottom-right present lle(t)llo for fl-··' 
and f1
00
,.,. Note that "HNRBC-2DR-1S-1L-UO-VO-T01" appears in the caption. Tiris 
shorthand will be used throughout the paper to identify to identify the figures. It is 
defined as follows: 
• HNRBC: Higdon non-reflecting boundary condition, 
• nDR: n-dimensional rectangular domain, 
• nS: HNRBC applied ton sides of domain, 
• nL: n-layer problem, 
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• Umpn: x-direction advection U =-.n (note: m denotes a minus gjgn and pa 
decimal point) 
• Vpn: y-dixection advection V =.n. 
• Tn: solution at t =n. 
Thexefoxe "HNRBC.2DR-1S.1L-UO-VO-T01" xefexs to the solution at t = 1 of a piob-
lem in which a Higdon NRBC as applied to one side of a two-dimensional xectangula.r 
domain consisting on a single layex with no advection. \Ve will intxoduce multi-layex 
stiatification and advection models in latex chaptexs. 
11,.,: Heig,t Zlorwoe Suboe at~1 
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Figuie 15. HNRBC.2DR-1S-1L-UO-VQ.T01 with Simple Pulse Boundary Condition 
At t = 1 (Figuxe 15) the wave packet is still close to r w and no spuxious 
xef!ections have occmed. The plots fox T/ ~i, "1--• and T/ .... , a.re identical and II e( t) II, 
fox T/_ ... and T/ •••• , is essentially 0. 
At t = 4 (Figuxe 16) the leading edge of the wave packet xeaches 6. A slight 
spmious xef!ection is measmed fox T/ ..... and 11-··" but ovexall the thxee solutions a.re 
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Fjguxe 16. HNRBC-2DR-1S-1L-UO-VO-T04 with Simple Pulse Boundary Condition 
T/ __ , plot; a.re still indistinguishable from T/ ~i . At t = 8 and 10 (Figuxes 18 and 1Q ), 
most af the wave packet has left Q and is now visible in the extended domain V. The 
11--• solution exhibit; wave tiaces similar to those in T/~i• whexeas the T/ __ , solution 
does not. The diffexence in scale fox II e( t) II, xeveals an impxovement of one oxdex 
of magnitude fox 11--•. This is quantitatively significant, but the qualitative xesul-ra 
a.re of gieatex note. Fox T/ __ ., the wave's enexgy has passed thxough 6 xelatively 
unimpeded. On the othei hand, T/ ..... xeveals visible spuxious xef!ections xesulting in 
a bacl-wa.rds-moving wave that pollutes the computational domain Q. 
This example illustiates the 10bustness of the Higdon NRBC. The pexfox-
mance of the NRBC is impioved by simply incxeasing the oxdei J. \Ve now use this 
example to measuie any impxovement in the solution using the two-point Higdon 
NRBC appxoximation dexived in Section N.C vexsus the thxee-point Higdon NRBC 
appxoximation deiived in Section N .D. In both cases C; = {Co, Co, Co, Co} whexe 
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Fjguxe 17. HNRBC-2DR-1S-1L-UO-VO-T05 with Simple Pulse Boundary Condition 
1/3 when tluee-point app1aximations a.re used. \Ve also use the cunent example's 
par amete1s to compare 1esults when the C; are chosen as a p1ep1ocess. An algo-
1ithm using the symmetiic minimax fo1mula (based on the Chebyshev polynomial) 
p1oposed by Sommeije1 et al. [Ref. 32]. In Case 1, the Higdon NRBC has an 01de1 
J = 4 with C; = {Co, Co, Co, Co} while in Case 2, J = 4 and the C;'s a.re chosen 
as a p1ep1ocess. In both cases the 2nd 01de1 appioximation fox the Higdon NRBC is 
used. The expected impiovement is not 1evealed by Fjguxe 21. This disc1epancy will 
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Fjguxe 18. HNRBC-2DR-1S-1L-UO-VO-T08 with Simple Pulse Boundary Condition 
11,.,,: HG9hl Zlowe SJrtxe at ~10 
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Figuie 20. lle(t)ll, Plots fox 2-Point vs. 3-Point Hjgdon NRBC Appxoximations 
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Figuxe 21. lle(t)ll, Plots fox C; = { C0 , C0 , C0 , C0 } vs. C; Selected using a the 
Symmetiic Minimax Foxmula with 3-Point Hjgdon NRBC Appxoximations 
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F. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: SEMI-INFINITE WAVE GUIDE 
WITH A CONTINUOUS WAVE INTRODUCED AT r,v 
The set up for this example is the same a.s the pre>cious example with the 
following exceptions: Instead of a single pulse, the boundary function on fn. JS con-
tinuous, linear combination of three wa>1'S with the form: 
whose parameters are selected a priori to be: 
Am= .01, .01, .01: 
1>m = 1, 2, 2: 
"-'m = .81, 1.37, 1.68. 
To satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation, the dispersion relation: 
w' = C' (k' + '''ir') + f', 
m 0 m b' 
must be in•·oked to determine k,,,: 
w;;, - f' 
CJ 
Thus k,,,, using the parameters gi•·en for (IV.38), is: 




Two cases, fl-··' and fl--'' are again juxtaposed to '1-t lil Figure 22. For f100,.,, 
an NRBC with J = 5 and parameters C, = {C0 , C0 , C0 , C0 , C0 } is used. For f100,.,, 
J = 2 and C, = {C0 ,C0 } is used. An error measurement lle(t)ll, gi•·en by (IV.37) is 
determined. As expected, the higher-orde:r Higdon NRBC results in a smaJler lle(t)llo 
and therefore generates less spurious reflection at 6. 
\lie now examine pre>cious suppositions considered in Section III.C concerning 
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Figu1e 22. HNRBC-2DR-1S-1L-UO-VO-T10 with Continuous \'\iave Boundaxy Condi-
tion 
• In Figu1e 23 we compaxe C; = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} vs. a 5th_01de1 Higdon NRBC 
whe1e the C;'s axe automaticaJly selected using the minimax fo1mula based 
on Che byshev polynomials. The 1esult favo1s the fo1me1, discounting p1evi-
ous supposition that auto-selection of C;'s using this scheme might yield an 
imp1ovement. 
• In Figuie 24 we compaxe C; = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} to a 5th_o1de1 NRBC whe1e the 
C;'s axe evenly distiibuted from C0 to ,,/CJ+ f2. Any impiovement indicated 
by using the latte1 scheme is not significant. 
• In Figu1e 25 we compa.r e C; = { 1, 1, 1, 1, 1} to a set of five C;'s that axe evenly 
ir 
distiibuted from Co to the maximum 1esolvable wave numbe1 k,.,.., = 5Ll..r . 
Again the simplex scheme fox choosing C;'s is nume1icaJly supe1io1. 
Based on 1esults in this and the p1evious section we conclude that spu1ious 1ef!ections 
at the Higdon boundaxy axe 1educed by using: 
• C;'s equal to { C0 , ••• C0}. 
• Highe1 01de1 Higdon NRBC's. 
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Figuxe 23. lle(t)ll, fox C; = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} vs. C; Auto-Selected Using Minimax Fox-
mula Based on Chebyshev PolynomiaJs. 
\Ve make one final compaiison befoxe closing. In Fjguxe 26 a Higdon NRBC 
with J = 5 that uses a two-point appxoximation is juxtaposed to a Hjgdon NRBC with 
J = 4 that uses a thxee-point appi oximation. \Ve see that the xesults axe quite close. 
Howevex diffexences in computational effoxt is significant. Fxom Section IV.C we know 
that to discxetize a two-point Hjgdon NRBC with J = 5 xequiied the genexation of 
125 (35 ) texms that wexe subsequently xeduced to 21 texms when xedundancies axe 
combined (IV.25). Fxom Section IV.D we detexmined that to discxetize a thxee-
point Hjgdon NRBC with J = 4 xequiied the genexation af 625 (5.J.) texms that 
wexe subsequently xeduced to 41 texms (N.35). Since the discxete Higdon NRBC 
foxmula must be applied evexy time an aitificial boundaiy giid point is encountexed, 
it is appai ent from this compaiison that it is moxe efficient to use the two-point 
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Figu1e 25. II e( t) II, fo1 C; - { 1, 1, 1, 1, 1} vs. C; Distiibuted Evenly from Co to 
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Figu1e 26. lle(t)ll, fox C; = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} Using a Two-Point HNRBC Appioximation 
vs. C; = {1, 1, 1, 1} Using a Tiuee-Point Higdon App1oximation 
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V. A N-LAYER STRATIFIED DISPERSIVE 
WAVE MODEL 
\lie now lift the homogeneous fluid assumption and de>1'lop equations to model 
geophysical flow in a ITTratified medium. A ffilitable medium for a geophysical dynam-
ics is the open ocean where fluid density pis affected by salinity and temperature. 
Salinity changes are slight in this en>'i:ronment, and temperature remains relati-11ely 
constant in the horizontal directions. Howe'"'' temperature does change significantly 
in the •1ertical direction. Therefore we approximate p to be a function of: only. Since 
the fluid is assumed to be incompressible, p does not •1a.:ry with pressure p. 
The linearized shaJlow water equations (II.78 and II.80) were deri-11ed in part 
from the continuity equation for homogenous, incompressible fluids (II.6): 
au m: aw 
3x+&y+a:=O. 
It was shown by (II.59) that u and ~· are independent of : fm a conITTant density 
fluid enabling us to uncouple w from u and~· in (II.6), which alter integrating yielded 
(II.61): 
. ) (3u(x,y,t) Ch:(x,y,t)) .. ) 
w\x,y,:,t = -: ax + 3y +w\x,y,t. 
This critical ITTep in the deri-11ation is no longer possible when we assume that p is 
dependent on:. 
\lie extricate ourseJ1;es from this conundrum by de•;eloping a laye:red shallow 
water approximation where pis conITTant in each layer (Fig. 27). Here it is assumed 
that the fluid is still incompressible and that density p, is conITTant in each layer£,, 
but •1a.:ries in the different layers. In order for this stratification scheme to be ,;table, 
p, must be monotonically increasing downward [Ref. 28]. Additionally we assume 
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Figure 27. N-Layer ShaJlow \\rater Model 
Referring to the N-layer shaJlow water model, the pressure p, at any point in 
L, is determined from hyd:roITTatic principles: 
(V.1) 
where Po is a conITTant ambient pressure at the gurface ~ and N is the total number 
of layers in the model. In (V .1), the firITT gummation term is the contribution to p, 
from the layers abm;e £,. The second =imation term is the contribution top, from 
the liquid column in £,. \lie use (II.80) and (V .1) to obtain the hmizontal momentum 
equations in£,: 
au, au, au, (~ p, ah, ~ ah,) &t+"'ax+~·,"'".-t~·,=-g L-ax+Lax' 
vy J~l p, '~' 
(V.2) 
[h; [h; [h; ('-' p 3h N 3h ) 
' ' ' '' ' &t+"'ax +~·,"'"· +fu,=-g L-~+L~ , 
vy J~l P, vy ,~, vy 
where :u,, ~-,and w, are the r-, y-, and :-components of •1elocity in£,. 
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Deri-11ation of the •1ertical momentum equation in £, is more complex. Since 
p, is conITTant in£,, we can uncouple the continuity equation for£,: 
. ) (3u,(x,y,t) 3':,(x,y,t)) . . ) 
w,\x,y,:,t = -: ax + 3y +w,\x,y,t, (V.3) 
where w, is a •1ertical •1elocity component in £,. For bre>city we drop dependent 
>o.:riables from suIBequent expressions. At the interface between £,_1 and £,where 
" : = L h,, the •·ertical speed component w, (see similar discussion in Section II.B.6) 
(V.4) 
This implies that: 
(V.5) 
" Similarly, at the interface between£, and L,+1 where:= L h,, the •·ertical speed 
component w, is: 
(V.6) 
which implies that: 
(V.7) 
Since W, is independent of :, (V .5) and (V. 7) muITT be equal. Therefore: 
(V.8) 
Equation (V.8) is the •·ertical momentum equation for£,. Together with (V.2) this 
completes the description of the fluid motion inside of the i'h-layer £,. 
Before considering a numerical solution we linearize the gm;erning equations 
for each layer. \lie assume that the :u,, ~·,, and h, are dominated by constant terms 
U,, v; and 8,. Superimposed on these are small >o.:riations U:, ~·:, and 'k of 0(8), i.e.· 
(V.9) 
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Subrtituting these in (V.2) and (V .8) and neglecting terms of 0(8') yields: 
(V.10) 
If we assume that there is no acJ-11ection (e.g. U, = v; = 0), then (V.10) reduces to: 
au; _ t~·: = -g (~ p, mi, + f mi,) , 
&t ,~1 p, ax ,~, ax 
(V.11) 
"" ("'' "'') &t'+e, a~+ a:i =O. 
Equation (V.11) is the linearized shallow water equation for the stratified N-layer 
model with no ad•;ection. 
A. REDUCING THE STRATIFIED N-LAYER MODEL 
TO THE KLEIN-GORDON FORM 
In order to combine linearized components of the stratified N-layer model 
(V.11) to a Klein-Gordon form, we use a step-by-step deri-11ation that is similar to 
that used in Section II.B.8. 
Step 1: Perform the following suh;titutions in (V.11): 
,;, = u;e, and~',= ~·:e,. 
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Step 2: Let f be constant. Take the partial de:ri-11ati•·e of (V.12) with respect to x: 
a_ (w,) _ 1mc, = -ge, (~ p, a'fl, + f a'fl,) , ax at ax ,~1 p, ax' ,~, ax' 
and the partial deri•·ati•·e of (V .13) with respect to y: 
Add the regu]ting equations: 
= -ge, v' L p, f/, + L f/, · (--- " ),~1 p, J= (V.15) 
Step 3: Take the partial deri>o.ti'" of (V.12) with respect toy: 
and the partial deri•·ati•·e of (V.13) with respect to x: 
Subtract the regu]ting equations: 
(V .16) 
Step 4: Take the partial deri>o.ti•·e of (V.15) with respect tot and rearrange the 
regu]ting terms: 
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Multiply (V .16) by f and rearrange the reffillting terms: 
Add the reffillting equations: 
(V .17) 
Step 5: Using (V.14) rewrite (V.17) as: 
(V .18) 
Step 6: Integrating (V.18) with respect tot yields: 
(V.19) 
where S,(r, y) is an arbitrary function that regults from integration. Equation V .19, 
resembles the Klein-Gordon form reported in (II.88), and is a reITTatement of the set 
of linearized (about a zero mean) shaJlow water equations (V.11) generated for the 
N-layer matification model. 
B. DISCRETIZING THE KLEIN-GORDON FORM OF 
THE STRATIFIED N-LAYER MODEL 
A ITTandard second- order central-difference scheme is used to discretize (V .19). 
On a spatial and temporal grid of our choosing, we let fl~,,, be the FD approximation 
of fl,( I, y, t) at grid point (Ip, yq) and at time 4, in layer £,. Thus solving explicitly 
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j ~+ 1 ·1d OI 1),_pq y:ie s: 
'"~-:.,1 = [2- (f6t)'] fl...~pq - '"~;,1 
( ~ 'J)' [ __ , l vo,'-" p, ~ ~ ~ + ----;;;:--- L - ( 11,_p-J-1,, - '2:r/,_"" + 11,_p-L") 
I J~l p, 
(Co-i'>f)'[;,(" 0, , l] + ----;:;:;- ~ 'l,_p-j-1.q - -'I,_,,, + 'l,_p-1.q 
+ (c~~t)' 
(V.20) 
where C0 , = yge;;. \lie use this interior scheme in the numerical experiments pre-
sented in the next section. The Higdon NRBC is applied independently to each layer 
and takes the form: 
' (a a) II &t+c,,ax 11,=0 
,~1 
(V.21) 
The de•;elopment of its discretization follows the discussion in Section IV .C. Hard wall 
or Neumann conditions are aJso applied independently to each layer and discretized 
accmdingly. Since the discrete fmms of the Higdon NRBC, Nuemann condition, and 
the time ITTepping scheme (V .20) are explicit, the whole scheme is explicit. 
C. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: THE STRATIFIED N-LAYER 
MODEL 
Consider a geophysical process that occurs in a semi-infinite channel (Fig-
ure 9). All assumptions and simplifications used to deri-1;e the N-layer model apply. 
A Cartesian coordinate system (r,y) is introduced guch that the channel is paraJlel 
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to the I-direction. On the north and south boundaries rN and rs we specify the 
Neumann condition: 
for i = 1 ... N. (V.22) 
On the west boundary r n· we prescribe 'k using a Dirichlet condition, i.e., 
11,(0,y,t)=11.,,(y,t) for i=l ... N, (V.23) 
where 1)., (y, t) is a gi-11en function for an incoming wa>1' or disturbance. At x ~ oo the 
solution is bounded and does not include any incoming wa>1'S. The initial conditions 
are: 
1),(x,y,0)=0, Or/,(x,y, 0) = 0 
"' 
for i = 1 ... N. (V.24) 
To obtain a well-posed problem in a finite domain Q we impose a high-order Higdon-
NRBC on the east boundary r£. 
\lie now apply the new stratification scheme to a test problem using the semi-
" infinite wa•·e-guide. A channel width b = 5 and depth d = L 8, = .1 are se-
'~1 
lected (note that to satisfy the shallow water assumption, it must be true that depth 
d «:horizontal dimensions). The stratified medium is modeled with six layers. The 
layer thicknesses from top to bottom are e, = {.01, .01, .01, .01, .01, .05}. The density 
for each layer isgi>1'n by p, = {1, 1.05, 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25}. A gra•·itational parameter 
g = 10 and a dispersion parameter f = .5 is used. 
The boundary function 1)., on r". is stipulated to simulate two geophysical 
e•·ents. A surface disturbance, akin to the wind acting on the ocean, is initiated in 
£ 1 by setting: 
. <) ~ i .0005 COS ["!_(y- 2.5)1 sin Kt 1).,, \y, 5 
0 
0 :::; t :::; 12.5 , (V.25) 
otherwise. 
Note that the maximum amplitude of the disturbance is small relati•·e to the layer 
thickness 81 = .01 so that the >-a.lidity of the model, which is based on perturbation 
analysis, is not >-iolated. A second disturbance, simulating seismic acti>-ity on the 
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ocean floor, is initiated in the £ 0 and gi11en by: 
_ f .001 
11
"'-lo 
if IY- 2.51:::; 1.5 & 6:::; t:::; 7.5, 
otherwise 
All other •1alues for'/.,, are zero. The simulation is run for 15 time units. 
(V .26) 
The problem is soJ-11ed for three different scenarios. First, an extended domain 
Vis constructed using a 15 x 5 rectangle with a 60 x 20 mesh to compute a reference 
solution 'lref· Then two additional solutions, '1-··' and 1)
00
,.,, are computed on a 
truncated domain Qin which an artificial boundary 6 imposed at I= 5. A 20 x 20 
mesh is used on the resulting 5 x 5 square so that the mesh for Q and V are identical 
in the truncated region. Fm '1-··'' a Higdon NRBC of order J = 5 with parameters 
C, = {1,1,1,1,1} is used for each layer. For 1)
00
,.,, J = 2 and C, = {1,1} is used. 
Note that the •1alue 'I in each case represents the total perturbation on the domain 
surface and is a combination of perturbation effects in each layer. 
The reference solution '/ref is then juxtaposed with 1)0 ••• 1 and 'I-··' both graph-
ically and quantitati•;ely. The respecti•·e numerical solutions are used to produce filled 
contour plots that pravide a "fingerprint" for the resulting wa•·e action. All contours 
and calm schemes are relati>·e to 'lref· These solutions are then used to obtain error 
measurements lle(t)llo which are calculated by: 
~ "· ll•i<lll. ~ i:: i:: 
,~1,~1 
['/ref( I,, Y,, t) - 'le ••• ,(I,, y,, t) ]' 
NxNy 
(V .27) 
where Nx and Ny are determined by grid spacing. In both cases, the error at the 
surface and for each layer interface is plotted >-ersus time. Note that the size of 
V precludes spurious reflections from polluting 'lref· Therefore lle(t)ll, ser>·es as a 
measure of spurious reflection at 6. 
At t = 7 (Figure 28), the SUiface disturbance in £ 1 has populated Q and 
is now •·isible in V. In addition, the bottom disturbance has been initiated and is 
propagating in 0. Both = 1 and 1)
0 
••• , exhibit wa>·e traces similar to those in '/ref. 
Howe>-er, the error measurement for'/ __ , is an order of magnitude smaller than that 
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Figuie 28. HNRBC-2DR-1S-6L-UO-VO-T07 
of 17 •••• ,. Tiris demonstrates that simply inc1easing the Higdon NRBC 01de1 J 1educes 
spuiious 1ef!ection. A description of the sho1thand notation used in the .figuie caption 
was given in Section N.E. 
At time t = 15 (Figu1e 2Q ), the suiface distUI bance, which ended at t = 12.5, 
continues to piopa.gate in Q and V. The bottom distu1 bance has successfully passed 
thxough r E without a significant inc1ease in spu1ious 1ef!ection. The wave tiace fox 
17 __ 1 closely 1esembles that of "Ir•!, howeve1 deviations in 17 __ , axe now visible. Tiris 
example demonst!ates that a p1ope1ly const!ucted Higdon NRBC can be used to 
1est1ict the domain of the N-laye1 stiati.fication model governed by the lineaiized 
shallow wate1 equation. 
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Figuie 2Q. HNRBC-2DR-1S-6L-UO-VO-T15 
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D. ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS FOR THE 
STRATIFIED N-LAYER MODEL 
Using the same p10 bl em pa.ramete1s as in the p1evious example, we now con-
side1 the behavio1 of the pe1tu1 bation at each laye1 as pie dieted by the model. Filled 
contoui plot<; a.re constmcted to mea.su1e the magnitude of pe1tu1 bation fox the laye1s 
L1 thiough Lr,. All contouis and colo1 schemes a.re 1elative to the pe1tu1 bation in Lr,. 
In Figuie 30, we see that the action fox both the suiface and bottom initiated event<; 
has affected all laye1s, but most of the ene1gy tiansmitted by the wave "sinks" to the 
lowe1, dense1 laye1 Lo. This 1emains tiue at t = 15 (Figui e 31) at which time both 
event<; have passed thxough the tiuncated domain Q. 
x x 
Figu1e 30. HNRBC-2DR-1S-6L-UO-VO-T07 Layei Pe1tu1bation Compa.rison 
\Ve fu1the1 conside1 model p1edictions fox the b ehavio1 of the pe1tu1 bation 
at each laye1 inte1face. Recall that the distu1 bance at a laye1 inte1face is the sum 
of the distu1 bances of all laye1s below the inte1face. Filled contoui plo-ra a.re now 
constmcted fox the su1face and the five laye1 inte1faces using data obtained from 
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Figuxe 31. HNRBC-2DR-1S-6L-UO-VO-T15 Layei Pextuxbation Compaxison 
11--•. All contouis and colox schemes axe xelative to the total suiface p eituI bation. 
The fust compaxison is again at t = 7 (Fjguxe 32). The contoux plots xeveal that the 
magnitude of the xesponse to the suiface event is damped with each successive layex 
inteiface downwaxd. Howevei, the wave appeaxs to maintain its chaxactex at each layex 
int ex face as fax as wave speed and geometiic dispexsion is concerned. \Ve also note 
that the bottom layex event on the left side of the plot has immediately piopa.gated 
to the suiface. This is xeasonable since the fluid is inc om pi essible. Howevex, as 
the wave pxopagates thiough rl, the effect on the lowex layex intexfaces once again 
damp ens. At t = 15, the damping phenomenon in the lowei layexs is moxe pxonounced 
(Figuxe 33). Howevex, thexe is an exception on xight side of the plot. In this xegime, 
the pextuxbation is neaxly zexo and affected piimaxily by spuiious xef!ection from 6. 
Diffexences in each layex's xef!ection may have caused this visible anomaly. 
Fox a .final compaxison, we considex a six-layex, two-layex, and single-layex 
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Figuxe 32. HNRBC-2DR-1S-6L-UO-VO-T07 Layex Intexface Pextuxbation Compa.rison 
{.05, .05} and p, = {1.1, 1.25}. ffilsentiaJly we have combined the uppex five layexs of 
the six-layex model and used the avexage density fox the fiist layex of the two-layex 
model. The second layei of the two-layex model is the same as the bottom layex 
of the six-layex model. The pa.rametexs fox the single-layei model a.re 8 = .1 and 
p = 1.175 (note that from (V.lQ) we conclude that density is not a pa.rametex in the 
single-layex model and thexefoxe the value fox pis inelevant). The pxoblem is again 
rnn fox 15 time unit<;, howevex the domain is extended to x = 15 fox each model and a 
60 x 20 mesh is used. This eliminates a.rti.ficial b ounda.ry effect<; and compa.risons can 
be made without concern fox spuiious xef!ection. All othex par ametexs a.re the same. 
The xesult-; of the thxee models a.re pxesented f01 t = 15 (Fjguie 34). Com pa.ring 
the contouis of the models xeveal that the suiface effect is xeduced as the numbex of 
layexs incxeases. Hence, the single-layex xepiesentation tends to ovex-pxedict SUiface 
wave action if the medium is stiati.fied. 





lie-1: HG9hl d:lowcSurtxe at 15 S:c. 
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Figu1e 33. HNRBC-2DR-1S-6L-UO-VO-T15 Laye1 Inte1face Pe1tu1bation Compaiison 
befo1e doing so, we must fiist extend the application af the Higdon NRBC to two 
dimensions. This will enable us to model a "patch of ocean" vice "a semi-in.finite 
channel with haid walls". 
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Figu1e 34. Model Compa.iison: HNRBC-20 R-1S-6L- UO-VO-T15 vs. HNRBC-20 R-
1S-2L-UO-VO-T15 vs. HNRBC-20R-1S-1L-UO-VO-T15 
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VI. APPLYING HIGDON NRBC'S TO TWO 
OR MORE SIDES OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
RECTANGULAR DOMAIN 
The equations and concepts are now in place to conmuct finite domains in 
which Higdon NRBC's are imposed at two or more boundaries. In this chapter 
we employ the use of se•·eral examples to check the •1:iability and the stability of 
schemes that utilize Higdon NRBC's on two and four sides of the single- and multi-
layer models. Special attention is gi-11en to the corners where two Higdon boundaries 
intersect. 
A. EXAMPLE ONE: A TWO-DIMENSIONAL SINGLE-
LAYER SCHEME WITH HIGDON NRBC'S ON TWO 
SIDES 




Figure 35. The Semi-Infinite Quarter-Plane 
infinite domain Vis bounded by rs and fn. and is represented by a 10 x 10 square 
with a 40 x 40 mesh. The truncated domain Q is a 5 x 5 square with a 20 x 20 mesh 
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and bounded by rN, rs, rE, and ru-. On both domains 6r = .25, 6y = .25, and 
6t = .025. A gra>-itational parameter g = 10 and a dispersion parameter f = .5 is 
used. A single-laye:r non-stratified medium with a thickness of d = 0.1 is considered. 
The problem is run for 15 time steps. 
The specification for the Higdon NRBC on r N is gi>·en by: 
' (a a) 
,IJi &t+c,&y f!=O. (VI.1) 
This equation JS the y-direction analog of (IV.9) which was used to describe the 
Higdon condition for r£. A discussion equi>-alent to that in Section III.C applies in 
discretizing (VI.1). If 6r = 6y on the specified grid, and the same C,'s are used for 
each boundary, then the parameters and operators used to discretize the r E boundary 
condition may also be used to discretize the r N boundary condition. To complete 
problem description, a Neumann condition is imposed at rs and gi>-en by: 
"" 
&y = 0, 
and a boundary function is imposed on r n· and is gi•·en by: 
if y:::; 3.75, (VI.2) 
otherwise 
where the parameters A,,,, 1>,,,, and "-'m are selected a priori as follows: 
Am= .001, .002, .001: 
1>m = 1, 3, 1 (VI.3) 
"-'m = .81, 1.37, 1.68, 
The restriction y:::; 3.75 is discussed in the next section. Homogeneous initial condi-
tions apply. 
A solution 'lret and fl=l is computed for V and 0 respecti>·ely. Filled contour 
plots are generated for each solution. In Figure 36, these solutions are reported at 
t = 3. The upper-right subplot displays the solution for flr•t on V. The upper-left 
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Fjguxe 36. HNRBC-2DR-2S-1L-UO-VO-T03: \'\iave Pulse Passes tluough rN 
subplot is a magnification af T/~i on the sub-domain Q and xepxesents a solution on Q 
as if no boundaxies weie pxesent at x = 5 and y = 5. The lowex-left subplot xepoxts 
the solution fox T/caaei on Q whexe Hjgdon NRBC's axe impoo:ed at rN and r£. A 
qualitative compaxison can be made between the two left-side subplots to detexmine 
the effectiveness of the NRBC in xestiicting the domain. A quantitative measuxement 
of this compaxison appeaxs in the lowex-xjght subplot, which xepoxts an enox measuxe 
lle(t)ll, (See N.37). Note that fox computational puxposes, Hjgdon NRBC's with 
CJ= {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1} axe imposed at y = 10 and x = 10 on V. Any xef!ection from 
these extended boundaxies of V will have little ox no effect on the domain af intexest 
Q. 
In Fjguxe 36 at t = 3, the wave pulse has xeached r N. A visual inspection 
xeveals no discernible spuxious xef!ection. The magnitude of the en ox measuxement 
is within acceptable noxms (i.e. less than the en 01 due to the discxetization). 
At t = 5 (Figuie 37), the wave pulse has xeached r E and passes without visible 
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Figuie 37. HNRBC-2DR-2S-1L-UO-VO-T05: \'\iave Pulse Passes tluough rE 
1ef!ection 01 undue inc1ease in II e( t) II,. Note that a leading edge of the pulse is about 
to 1each the inte1section of r N and r E· At t = 15 (Figu1e 38), the wave has passed 
thxough the come1 unimpeded with no adveise effect on II e( t) II, and the two left-
side subplots axe similax with no visible diffei enc es. The measui ed eno1 II e( t) II, has 
stabilized at app1oximately 2 x 10-5 . 
The co1ne1, howeve1, is still cause fox concern, because two diffe1ent ways to 
app1oximate the Higdon boundaiy giid points axe possible. In the fust method we 
initially evaluate the r E giid points excluding the come1 point. \Ve then evaluate 
the r N giid points including the come1 point. Hence the come1 point is evaluated 
based on boundaxy values calculated fox r E. This method was used in gene1ating 
Figu1es 36 thxough 38. In a second method, the grid points f01 rN (excluding the 
come1 point) axe fully evaluated fiist followed by the giid points of r E (including the 
come1 point). Now the come1 point values axe obtained from r N boundaxy values. 
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Fjguxe 38. HNRBC-2DR-2S-1L-UO-VO-T15: \\iave Pulse Passes tluough Comer 
was tested and the 1esulra axe compaxed via the er 101 measu1ement plot in Figu1e 3Q. 
The .figuie indicates that the two solutions axe exactly the same. Hence no special 
conside1ations must be given when handling come1 poin-ra that axe the inte1section 
of the Higdon boundaxies. Howeve1, one must be caxefu} to ensu1e that the come1 
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Figu1e 3Q. Come1 Point Check: Two Appioaches to Evaluating HNRBC G1id Points 
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B. INSTABILITIES IN THE 2-D, 2-SIDED HIGDON NRBC 
SCHEME 
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Figu1e 40. HNRBC-2DR-2S-1L-UO-VO-T03: rN Instability with C; = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} 
Despite the heaitening 1esults of the p1evious example, a stability p10 blem 
does eme1ge along the entiie n01them NRBC if a non-ze10 boundaiy function 1/w 
is extended to r N. Recall the constiaint y ~ 3. 75 in (VI.4). This was specified in 
01dei to set up a bu:ffei consisting of five ze10 valued giid points between the boundaiy 
function in the no1them Higdon boundaiy. If this is not done, the boundaiy instability 
OCCUIS and p1opagates thxough Q. Fo1 example, de.fine the boundaiy function at r w 
as: 
. n,.,irty- -· .. 3 ( • ? 5)) 17 ... tY, t) = ,E
1 
A,., cos 5 smtw,.,t) (VI.4) 
The giid point at y = 5 is immediately adjacent to r N. All othe1 paiamete1s with 
1egaids to the p1evious example 1emaining unchanged. The p10 bl em is 1un with J = 5 
and C; = {1,1,1,1,1}. In Figuie 40 at t = 3, we discern tuxbulence in the uppe1 
8Q 
left-hand corne1 of Q fo117caae1. In Fjgu1e 41 at t = 10, we see that the instability has 
p1opa.gated thiough Q. 
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Fjgu1e 41. HNRBC-2DR-2S-1L-UO-VO-T10: rN Instability with C; = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} 
To explain the unstable behavio1, 1ecall that the 5th_ 01de1 Higdon NRBC on 
r N is constmcted with up to 5th_o1de1 de1ivatives with 1espect to y and t. Using 
the backwaid-diffe1ence method to constmct the disc1etized fo1ms of these de1ivatives 
1equiies that we 1each back as many as five grid points both tempo1ally and spatially. 
Du1ing the initial tim~stepping sequence, we only have a histo1y of one time step. 
The cunent algo1ithm uses a default of zei o if the disc1etization calls fo1 data at a 
time that is less than zexo. This is a po 01 estimate if the initial condition is some 
non-ze10 value because it intioduces a discontinuity in time. The p1oblem conects 
itself somewhat if a Sommeifeld condition ( J = 1 and C; = { 1}) is utilized on r N 
as in Fjgu1e 42. Howeve1, ou1 goal is to use high-01de1 Higdon conditions to inc1ease 
the accu1acy of the estimate. Elxpe1imentation showed that a buffe1 of J giid points 
is necessaiy to achieve stability fox a Jth-01dei Higdon-NRBC. The exact natu1e of 
QO 
the instability must be fuithe1 investigated. Howeve1, f01 the time being we continue 
to pi esent examples while maintaining the 1equiied bu:ffe1 zone to achieve stability. 
This is one of the 1easons Givoli and Neta intioduced auxiliaiy vaiiables [Ref. 24]. 
See aJso Givoli et al [Ref. 26]. 
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Figu1e 42. HNRBC-2DR-2S-1L-UO-VO-T10: Mitigation of!nstability using Somme1-
feld Condition (J = 1 and C; = {1}) 
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C. EXAMPLE TWO: A TWO-DIMENSIONAL MULTI-
LAYER STRATIFIED SCHEME WITH HIGDON NRBC'S 
ON TWO SIDES 
In this section we check the compatibility of the mD-sided Higdon model with 
the multi-layer stratification model presented in Chapter 5. This example will again 
use the semi-infinite quarter-plane (Figure 35) and the same domain specification as 
used in Example 1 of this chapter. The stratified medium is modeled with six layers. 
The layer thicknesses from top to bottom are e, = {.01, .01, .01, .01, .01, .05}. The 
density for each layer is gi11en by p, = {1, 1.05, 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25}. A gra>-itational 
parameter g = 10 and a dispersion parameter f = .5 is used. 
The boundary function 1)., on fn. is stipulated to simulate two geophysical 
e•·ents. A SUI face disturbance akin to the wind is initiated in £1. Using the function: 
. I ~ , ('""ir(y-1.875)) . I f1(Y, t = ,;;
1 
_,..,,,coo 3_75 sin(wmt , (VI.5) 
we let: 
. <1-\f1(y,t) 1).,, \y, -
0 
if t:::; 12.5 & y:::; 3.75, (VI.6) 
otherwise 
where Am, 1>,,,, and Wm are gi>·en by (VI.3). A second disturbance, simulating seismic 
acti>-ity on the ocean floor, is initiated in the £.,using the function: 
. I (ir(y-1.875)) (ir(t-6.5)) f,\y, t = .001 cos 1.75 cos 3 , (VI.7) 
and letting: 
. <1-\f,(y,t) 1).,, \y, -
0 
if 5:::; t:::; 8 & 1:::; y:::; 2.75, 
otherwise 
(VI.8) 
All other •·alues for'/.,, are zero. The simulation is run for 15 time units and results 
are reported using a similar presentation as that used in Example 1. 
At t = 6 (Figure 43), the surface effect has passed through r N and r E and 
lle(t)llo at the surface falls within acceptable tolerances. The effects of the bottom 
disturbance are readily •·isible near the west boundary. At t = 15 (Figure 44), the 
bottom distu:r bance has propagated through Q and has successfully passed through 
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Figu1e 43. HNRBC-2DR-2S-6L-UO-VO-T06with J - 5 and C; - {1,1,1,1,1} fox 
each Laye1 
both artificial boundaries. Some di:ffe1ences between T/n1 f and T/caael a.re visible, but 
a.gain, the eno1 measuie lle(t)ll, is less than the disc1etization eno1. Fxom this 
example, we conclude that the multi-laye1 stxati.fication model will wo1k effectively 
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Figu1e 44. HNRBC-2DR-2S-6L-UO-VO-T15with J - 5 and C; - {1,1,1,1,1} fox 
each Laye1 
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D. EXAMPLE FOUR: A TWO-DIMENSIONAL MULTI-
LAYER STRATIFIED SCHEME WITH HIGDON NRBC'S 
ON FOUR SIDES 
In this example we consider a truncated domain Q whe:re Higdon NRBC's are 
imposed on four sides. The boundary conditions on rN and rE are discretized as 
before. The boundary conditions on rs and fn. are discretized in asimilar marmer 
(see Section III.C), howe>1'r forward- >':ice bacl>Vard-difference equations are used 
in approximating the spatial deri•·ati>1'S. As before, Q is a 5 x 5 square with a 
20 x 20 mesh. Higdon NRBC's are located at I= 0, y = 0, I= 5, and y = 5 with 
C, = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} at each boundary. 
The extended domain Vis the infinite plane. It is represented by a 15 x 15 
square with a 60 x 60 mesh. The domain of interest Q is located in the center of 
Vat 5:::; x,y:::; 10. Higdon boundaries are placed at I= 0, y = 0, I= 15, and 
y = 15 with C, = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1} at each boundary. This is done for computational 
purposes only and any spurious reflection from these extended boundaries will not 
significantly pollute the domain of interest. On both domains 6r = 6y = .25 and the 
time-step 6t = .0125. A gra>citation parameter of g = 10 and a dispersion parameter 
of f = .5 is used. The layer thicknesses are e, = {.01, .01, .01, .01, .01, .05} with 
respecti•·e densities gi•·en by p, = {1, 1.05, 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.25}. 
Random •·alues that represent physical disturbances in Q are introduced at 
designated times at specified I- and y-ranges in specified laye:rs. At the gi•·en time, 
these random >-alues are added to existing >-alues of fl in the designated layer. The 
dispersi'" mechanism defined by (II.88) is than allowed to act on the e-;·ent. These 
random e>1'nts are sufficiently complex in nature and "flex" the Higdon NRBC's 
exposing any unacceptable spurious reflection. 
For this example two separate disturbances or e•·ents are imposed. Event 1 is 
a surface e-;·ent gi•·en by: 
si; 025 = { ~0001 t ra1>d(-.5, .5) 
95 
if 1.5 :::; I, y:::; 3.5, 
otherwise 
(VI.9) 
whexe st·025( .t', y) xepi es en ts a distui bance initiated in the fust layex Li at t = . 025 
and rand(-.5, .5) is a xandom numbex on the intexval [-.5, .5]. Event 2 is a bottom 
event given by: 
t=s { .00015 * rand(-.25,. 75) 
SL = 
• 0 
if 1.5 :::; x :::; 2. 25 &. 1.5 :::; y :::; 3. 5, (VI .lO) 
otheiwise. 
whexe S.::5 ( x, y) indicates that the event was initiated in Lo at t = 5. The maximum 
amplitude of each event is set to be a smaJl fraction of the total thickness of the layex 
in which it is initiated, thus maintaining the integiity of the pextux bation analysis 
that was utilized to dexive the Klein-Goxdon equation. A buff ex af at least 5 zexo-
valued giid points was maintained between the NRBC and the event acknowledging 
the stability considexations discussed in Section VI. C. All events must be shifted 5 
units in the .t'- and y-diiections when initiating activity on D, in oxdex to piopexly 
place them in the domain's centei. The xandom seed fox these events axe piesexved 
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Figu1e 46. HNRBC-2DR-4S-6L-UO-VO-T06: Suifa.ce Distuibance has Left Q. Bottom 
Distu1 bance Initiated. 
A tiial is rnn f01 15 time units. At t = 1 (Figu1e 45 ), the su1face event 
has been initiated and the 1esulting waves axe p1opagating towaxd the foui sides of 
Q. The eno1 measuiement lle(t)ll, is neax ze10. At t = 6 (Figu1e 46), the SUiface 
event has left Q with no significant spu1ious 1 ef!ection at eithe1 the boundaxies 01 the 
come1s. Additionally, the bottom event has been initiated and is now piopagating 
outwaxd in Q. At t = 13 (Figu1e 47), both events have passed thxough the axti.ficial 
boundaxy successfully. An outwaxd 1adiating wave front can be seen in the uppe1-
1ight subplot of the extended domain V. The left-side sub-plots axe 1emax kably 
similax indicating that the boundaxy conditions axe suitable fox the laye1ed p10 bl em. 
At t = 15 (Figu1e 48), the wave ene1gy 1esulting fr om the distu1 bances have left 
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Fjgure 47. HNRBC-2DfL.4S-6L-UO-VO-T13: All Events have Passed through HN-
RBC's. 
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Fjgure 48. HNRBC-2DR-4S-6L-UO-VO-T15: Spurjous Reflection Predomlliates jn n. 
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VII. LINEARIZED SHALLOW WATER 
EQUATIONS WITH NON-ZERO ADVECTION 
In the this chapter the linearized shaJlow-water model is further de•·eloped by 
lifting the zero-ad>1'ction requirement. RecaJl the linearized form of the shaJlow water 
model is described by (II.77 and II.79): 
au• au• au• 
- +U- + V-- f(V- +~·') 
&t ax 3y 
(),;' (),;' (),;' 
- + U- + V- +f(U +u') &t ax 3y (VII.1) 
"" "" "" ("'" "'") -+u-+v-+Ho -+-&t ax 3y ax 3y = 0, 
where U and v- are constant ad•;ection terms in the r- and y-di:rections respecti11ely. 
As per discussion in Section II.B.8, if the bottom contour h 8 is fiat, then Ho is 
constant. This aJlows simplification of (VII.1) to: 
au· au· au· 
-+ U-+ V-- f(V- +~·') &t ax 3y 
(),;' (),;' (),;' 
-+ U- + V- + f(U +u') &t ax 3y 
-+U-+V-+Ho -+-"" "" "" ("'" "'") &t ax 3y ax 3y 







Subrtituting tills into (VII.2) yields: 
D.,I f' f" 
-(u - ~· - v 
D< 
~t (~·') + Ju' +JU 





where JV- and JU are constant products of the Coriolis parameter and the ad>1'ction 
components. Note that this is analogous to the zero-ad•·ection form of the shallow 
D 3 
water equation gi>1'n by (II.78) and (II.80) with Dt replacing &t' Equation (VII.4) 
is combined into a single form using the same steµ; delineated in Section II.B.9. The 
result is: 
(VII.5) 
where C0 = ,;gF1o. Tills is the Klein-Gordon form of the linearized shallow water 
equation with non-zero ad•·ection. This can be rewritten as: 
such that: 
D . . 11 as as _as Dt\S\x,y,t =&t+uax+V&y=O. 
\lie shall consider (VII.6) in its homogeneous form: 
Applying the operator listed in (VII.3) twice yields: 
D' a' a' a' if'- a' a' 






Subrtituting tills into (VII.8) yields: 
a' if'- a' ou-"- ?,,-___!J_ ?U"-"- t' - o +- axat+-vayai+- vaxay+ 1)-. 
(VII.10) 
This is an expanded Klein-Gordon equi-11alent fm the linearized shallow water equa-
tions with non-zero ad•;ection terms U and v-. It applies to a single-layer model, but 
will later be extended to the N-layer stratified model. 
A. DISCRETIZING THE UNEARIZED SWE WITH CON-
STANT NON-ZERO ADVECTION TERMS 
The following central-difference approximations are used to discretize (VII.10): 
~ """'~+~ 
= 'lp+1,, - ~'1"" 'lp-1,, +act; 'I 
'I= L'.i,x> I 
(VII.11) 
" " " + " = 1/P+1.q+1 - 1/P+Lq-1 - 1/P-14+1 'lp-1.q-1 + 0(' A > A ') 1)xy 4 L'.i.xi'i.y L>I , '-'Y . 
Analogous forms are used for approximating 1)yy, 'ltti f/c,t and 1/yt. Subrtituting these 
into (VII.10) yields: 
1 '~+1 """'~ ~-11 (U'-C~)- ~ ? ~ ~ I i'>t' \1/p.q - ~'lpq + 1/p.q + i'>x' (1/P+1 4 - -'lpq + '1,,._1,, 
u ' ~+1 ~-1 ~+1 ~-1 + 2L'.i.ri'i.t ( 1/P+Lq - 1/p+l.q - 1/P-1.q + 1/P-1.q) 
+ v- . ~+1 ~-1 ~+1 + ~-1 I 
2L'.i.yi'i.t('lp.q+1-'lp.q+1-'lp.q-l 1/p.q-1 
UV 
+ (-,,~ ,,~ ,,~ +'" )+!',,~ 0 2L>xi'>y ·tp+1,,+1 - ·tp+14-1 - .,,,._1,,+1 -,,,-14-1 "'"" = · 
101 
(VII.12) 
This is the discrete form of the linear shaJlow water equation with non-zero ad>1'ction 
terms. Terms that contain an '' + 1 superscript are unknown fl •·alues which must be 
sol•·ed. Making the following suh;titutions: 
1 (U' - C~) 
A= 6t'' B= 6x' ' 
(VII.13) 
u 
D = 26x6t' 
v 
E = 26y6t' F~ 
UV 
26x6y' 
and mo>'ing known terms to the right side of (VII.12) yields: 
A,,~+1 + n,,~+1 - n,,~+1 + E,,~+1 - E,,~+1 = 
'tp.q .,,,+1,, "<p-1.q 'tp.q+l 'tp.q-1 
(2A + 2B + 2C - !')fl;. - A7'_;1 - B ( 7'+1_,, + f1;_1,,) 
(VII.14) 
c(- + - )+n(--' --')+E("-' --') 
- f/P.q+l flp.q-1 flpj-1.q - flp-Lq flp.q+l - flp.q-1 
- F ( 7'+Lq+1 - 7'+Lq-1 - fl;-1,,+1 + fl;-1.q-1). 
Since there are fi•·e unknowns, (VII.14) must be sol>1'd implicitly. A system of N 
equations with N unknowns is set up where N is the total number of grid points. To 
make the indices compatible with those used in the discretized form of the Higdon 
NRBC (see Sections IV .C and IV .D) we replace '' with '' - 1. This yields: 
'
OA + OB+ OC f') __ , A __ , B ( __ , + ,., ~-1 ) 
- - - - flp.q - flp.q - flp+l.q e•<lp--1.q 
c(--' + --')+n(--' --')+E("-' --') 
- f/P.q+l flp.q-1 flpJ-1.q - flp-Lq flp.q+l - flp.q-1 
F ( ~-1 ~-1 ~-1 + __ , ) 
- f/P+Lq+l - f/P+Lq-1 - flp-1.q+l flp-1.q-1 · 
(VII.15) 
The Higdon NRBC (III.4) is now applied to the boundaries of the problem. The 
unknowns in the discretized form of Higdon NRBC (IV.19) are those terms whose 
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operator Pm does not contain a time shift s,-. Fm example, consider the discretized 
form of a Higdon NRBC with order J = 2 on the eastern boundary (IV .18): 
[a1 a, + a1d,s,- + a1e,S; + d1a,s,- + d1D,s,-' 
+ die,s,-s; + e1a,s; + e1d,s,-s; + e1e,s;']11~,, = o. 
(VII.16) 
Shifting the known quantities, e.g. aJl terms with time shift operators, to the right 
side of (VII.16) yields: 
(VII.17) 
or in alternate form: 
(VII.18) 
In general, the number of unknowns in a Jth-order Higdon NRBC using first-order 
difference approximations is J + 1. The number of unknowns in a fa-order Higdon 
NRBC using second-order difference approximations is 2J + 1. Equation (VII.15) 
together with an analogous form of (VII.18), adjusted for the Higdon order J, is used 
to set up the system of equations that will be soJ-11ed to "time-step" the system. 
B. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: TWO-DIMENSIONAL SINGLE-
LAYER SCHEME WITH HIGDON NRBC'S ON FOUR 
SIDES WITH NON-ZERO ADVECTION 
In this example, the truncated domain Q as described in Section VI.D with 
Higdon NRBC's on fom sides is used. As before, the extended domain Vis an infinite 
plane represented by a 15 x 15 square with a 60 x 60 mesh. Q is located in the center 
of Vat 5:::; x,y:::; 10. Higdon boundaries are also impooed on V for computational 
pmposes. Spmious reflection from these boundaries should not significantly pollute 
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0. On both domains 6r = 6y = .25 and 6t = .0125. A gra>-itation parameter of 
g = 10, dispersion parameter of f = .5, and a single laye:r of thickness 8 = .1 with 
density p = 1 is used. Ad>1'ction conITTants of U = .5 and v· = -.25 are utilized. 
Physical disturbances in Q are initiated •·ia two separate e•·ents. Event 1 is 
gi•·en by: 
s"= 025 = { ~0001 t ra1>d(-.5, .5) if 1.5:::; x,y:::; 3.5, 
otherwise 
(VII.19) 
where S"= 0 ' 5 (r, y) represents a disturbance initiated at t = .025 and ra1>d(-.5, .5) is 
a random number on the inter>-al [-.5, .5]. Event 2 is gi•·en by: 
~ \ .000015 t ra1>d(-.25, .75) s ~ 
0 
if 1.5:::; I:::; 2.25 & 1.5:::; y:::; 3.5, 
otherwise. (VII.20) 
where S"=5 (r,y) represents a disturbance initiated at t = 5 and ra1>d(-.25,.75) is 
a random numbe:r on the inter>-al [-.25,. 75]. Note that these e>1'nts are analogous 
to the e•·ents described in Section VI.D. The random seed was prese:r•·ed so that the 
same •·alues would be generated for each e•·ent. A buffer of at least 5 zero->-alued grid 
points was maintained between the NRBC and each e•·ent for ITTability purposes. The 
e•·ents are shifted 5 units in the positi'" I- and y-directions on Vin order to properly 
place them in the domain's center. 
Before running an example, consideration was gi•·en to the selection of C,'s. 
Se>1'ral experiments we:re conducted with results reported in Figure 49. Initially, a 
Higdon NRBC with order J = 5 and C, = { C0 , C0 , C0 , C0 , Co} where C0 = ,fg8 = 1 
was considered. This was compared to a case where the C,'s are corrected for ad•·ec-
tion. The predominate speed of the gra>-:ity wa•·e is C0 . This is affected somewhat 
the dispersion and wa>1' height. Howe•·er, with the inclusion of ad•·ection, the pre-
dominate wa•·e speed with respect to each boundary is affected more significantly. 
Therefore the C,'s on each boundary are adjuITTed. These adjustments were made as 
follows: 
c;=' = c, +u, 
cnorth = c + v 
' ' , 
C"-'esl = C - U 
' ' , 
c;'"'h = c, - v-. 
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(VII.21) 
Fox this example, the adjusted C;'s axe: 
c;=' = {1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5, 1.5}, Cj'orth = {.75, .75, .75, .75, .75}, 
Cj .. "' = { .5, .5, .5, . 5, . 5}, Cj"'h = { 1.25, 1.25, 1.25, 1.25, 1.25}. 
The 1esulra of both rnns show a significant decrease in II e( t) II, to about 10-3 at t = 10. 
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Figu1e 4Q. Plot A: J = 5 with C; = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} adjusted fox advection compaied 
to J = 5 with C; = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} unadjusted fox advection. Plot B: J = 3 with 
C; = {1, 1, 1} compaied to J = 5 with C; = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1}, both cases adjusted fox 
advection. Plot C: J = 3 with C; = {.8, .Q, 1} compaied to J = 3 with C; = {1, 1, 1}, 
both cases adjusted fox advection. Plot D: Come1 check fox J = 3 with C; = {.8, .Q, 1} 
adjusted fox advection 
Recall from Section VI.C that a bu:ffei of J ze10-valued giid points was neces-
saiy to achieve stability fox a Jth-01dei Higdon NRBC. Wnen advection is inco1po-
1ated into the pio blem, this buffe1 zone moves ho1izontally towaid at least one of the 
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boundaries. Therefore the buffer is compressed with respect to the boundary toward 
which it is maving. In order to maintain stability we must eithe:r increase the size of 
the buffer zone, or reduce the order J. In plot B (top right) of Figure 49 a 5th_order 
Higdon NRBC is compared to a 3rd_order Higdon NRBC. In both cases the C,'s are 
adjusted for ad>1'ction. In this example, lle(t)llo is reduced by an order of magnitude 
to about 10-~. 
One further adjustment is possible to reduce lle(t)llo· Geometric dispersion 
is another factor in the boundaries response to an impinging wa•·e. A wa•·e striking 
normal to the boundary will generally ha•·e a wa•·e speed that is approximately C0 . 
In all other cases, the wa•·e speed is less than C0 . An example was set up for J = 3 
in which C, = {.8, .9, 1} with the reduced >olues taking into account the geometric 
dispersion. Adjusted for ad>1'ction, the C,'s used for the problem are: 
c;'2' = {1.3, 1.4, 1.5}, c;orth = {.55, .65, .75}, 
c;··st = {.3, .4, .5}, c;°"'h = {1.05, 1.15, 1.25}. (VII.22) 
In Plot C (bottom left) of Figure 49 an additional reduction in lle(t)ll, is e>-ident. 
Further analysis is necessary to determine how to best adjust C, >olues for geometric 
dispersion. 
The question of the corner points of Q is again salient in the ad>1'ction case, 
because the >olues for C, on each boundary are now different. Recall that there are 
two ways to approximate the boundary >olues when numerically sol•·ing the problem. 
Both approaches are tested here. In the first run the I-boundaries were computed 
first (including the corne:r points) and they-boundaries computed next (excluding 
the corner points). In a second experiment the procedure was re•·ersed and corner 
points were included in the y- boundaries. Plot D (bottom right) of Figure 49 re•·eals 
that the solutions are identical. Hence, as concluded earlier, no special handling at 
the corner points is necessary. 
\l{ith these results in mind, Higdon NRBC's of order J = 3 with C, = {.8, .9, 1} 
are used. \l{ith U = .5 and v· = -.25, the adjusted C,'s are those listed in (VII.22). 
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A trial is rnn fox 10 time units. At t = 1 (Fjguie 50 ), event 1 has been piopa.gating 
outwa.id in Q fo1 appioximately 1 time unit. The effect of advection is appa.ient 
as the pi opa.gation of the giavity wave is tending towa.i d the southeast (i.e. in the 
< .5, -.25 > diiection). The leading edge of the wave has passed truough the r E, 
but the eno1 mea.suiement is still ve1y small. At t = 2 (Fjguie 51 ), event 1 has 
c1ossed rs and r E· Late!, at t = 3 (Figu1e 52 ), event 1 has c1ossed r N and r w. At 
t = 5 (Figu1e 51 ), most of event 1 has left Q. \Ve note some spu1ious activity on the 
weste1n bounda.iy. 
At t = 6 (Figu1e 54), the waves gene1ated by event 2 a.ie app1oaching r E and 
r w. Event 1 has passed thiough all fou1 bounda.iies 1elatively unpe1tu1 bed. The plot 
of V 1eveals that the wave front continues to tend towa.id the south em and ea.stem 
po1tion of the extended domain. 
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Fjguie 50. HNRBC-2DR-4S-1L-U.5-Vm.25-T01: Event 1 Initiated. 
At t = 10 (Figu1e 55 ), the second event has passed thxough the b ounda.iy. The 
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Figu1e 51. HNRBC-2DR-4S-1L-U.5-Vm.25-T02: Event 1 C1osses rs and r£. 
by the uppe1-1jght plot of V. Close inspection of the contou1s 1eveal sp1eading whe1e 
the giavity wave is tiaveling in the diI ection of advection and comp1ession whe1e the 
giavity wave is txaveling against the diiection of advection. In the latte1 case, this 
indicates a steepe1 wave front. Since the giavity wave is omni-diiectional, this effect 
vaiies thxoughout the plot. In Q the noise of spuiious 1ef!ection is now visible. 
This expe1iment was 1epeated fox two othe1 se-ra of values fox U and V. In 
the fiist vaiiation (Figuie 56) the magnitude of the advection constan-ra we1e lowe1ed 
to U = .4 and V = - .15. As expected, the1e is a dec1eased tendency towaid the 
southeast. Also notable is a 1eduction in the eno1 measu1ement. In the second 
vaiiation (Figu1e 57), the magnitude of the advection constan-ra was inc1eased to U = 
.6 and V = -.35. The tendency to the southeast, as well as the ei101 measuiement, 
has inc1eased. These 1esul-ra indicate that the model is behaving as expected with 
1egaids to the 1 ate and diiection of advection. Howeve1, as the magnitude of the 
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Figuie 52. HNRBC-2DR-4S-1L-U.5-Vm.25-T03: Event 1 C1osses rN and rw. 
example, the magnitude of the a.dvection is 4 to 7 times gieate1 than the magnitude 
of the depth. In a 1 eal wo1ld pio blem, whe1e the open ocean is the medium of 
p1opagation, advection constants axe expected to be significantly smalle1. 
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Fjgure 53. HNRBC-2DfL.4S-1L-U.5-Vm.25-T05: Event 1 Leaves Q wjth Vjsible Spu-
rjous Reflection at r w. 
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Figu1e 55. HNRBC-2DR-4S-1L-U.5-Vm.25-T10: 'The Noise of Spuiious Reflection 
Evident at the Bottom Left Plot. 
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Fjgu1e 57. HNRBC-2D-4S-1L-U.6-Vm.35-T10: End of Run 
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C. LINEARIZED SWE WITH CONSTANT NON-ZERO 
ADVECTION TERMS EXTENDED TO THEN-LAYER 
MODEL 
RecaJl the linearized form of the shallow water equation with non-zero acJ-11ec-
tion terms for a N-layer stratified model (V.10): 
where U, and v; are the r- and y-components of ad•;ection in the ,th_laye:r. The same 
techniques as thooe described in Section II.B.8 are used to generate a single equation 
for fl<, the perturbation of the ,th_layer. As an intermediate step a result that is 
analogous to (V .19) and (VII.6) is generated: 
(VII.23) 
where S,(x,y,t) is the source function for the ,th_layer of an N-layer model. The 
operator [D_] is defined as: 
D< ' 
(VII.24) 
S,(r, y, t) must satisfy: 
(VII.25) 
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Considering the homogeneous form for (VII.23) and expanding yields: 
(VII.26) 
9 a''" 9 _ Ei'f!, 9 _ a''" , _ + _u, ax at + _ v, 3yat + _u,v, 3x3y + f fl< - 0. 
This is the linearized shaJlow water equation for an N-layer model with non-zero 
ad•;ection terms. 
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D. DISCRETIZING THE LINEARIZED SWE N-LAYER 
STRATIFIED MODEL WITH CONSTANT NON-ZERO 
ADVECTION TERMS 
As before, using the central-difference approximations in (VII.11) to discretize 
(VII.26) yields: 
1 ' ~+1 ? ~ + --'1 + t' -6t'(f/Lpq - -fk.pq f/Lpq f/Lpq 
v; . ~+1 ~-1 ~+1 ~-1 I + 26y6t (f/,_p,,+1 - f/,_p,,+1 - fl,_p.q-1 + f/<.p_q-1 
_c°' ~ -?~ ~ -( )' [" l 6y ~ ( fl,_p_q+l -f!,_pq + fl,_p_q-1) - 0. 
(VII.27) 
This is the discretized form of the N-layer linearized shallow water equation with 
constant, non-ze:ro ad•;ection for the ,th_Jayer. All terms that contain the''+ 1 






E, = 26~6t' 
(~;)' 
u,v; 
F; = ?!', "' , 
' , ' 
C, = 
(c, )' G, = 6x 
u, D,==~c 26x6t' 
(c, )' H,= 6y 
(VII.28) 
maving known terms to the right side of (VII.27), and shifting the time index yields: 
(2A + 2B, + 2C, - !')11~_;,1 - A1);~;,' 
B("-' + "") c("" + "") - ' 7".p+l.q 1),_p--1.q - ' ');_p.q+l 1),_p.q-1 
+D("-' "-')+E("-' ,_,) ' ');_p+Lq - 1/Lp-1.q ' ');_p.q+l - 1/<.p.q-1 
F ( ~-1 ~-1 ~-1 + ,_, ) 
- < 'l<.p-j-1.q+l - 'l<.p-j-1.q-1 - ');_p--1.q+l 'ILp-1.q-1 
+G [~p, ( ~-1 ? ~-1+ "' l] ' L - 'l,_p+Lq - -1/,_pq 'l,_p--1.q ,~1 p, 
+ G, 
~-1 ? ~-1 ~-1 [" l + H, ~ ( 'l,_p.q+l - -'l,_pq + '1,_p.q-1) . 
(VII.29) 
As in the single-layer ad-,..,ction case, (VII .29) muITT be sol-,·ed implicitly for each layer 
£,. The system of equations is completed on the boundaries using the discretized 
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Higdon boundary equations as discussed in section VII.B. 
E. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: A TWO-LAYER SCHEME 
INCORPORATING ADVECTION 
In this example the domains Q and Vas described in Section VII.B with identi-
cal positioning of the Higdon NRBC's are utilized. The following problem parameters 
are used: 
6x = 6y = .25, 6t = .1, 
g=10, f=.5, 
e, = {.03, 07}, 0 ={1,1.05}, 
U, = {.025, .025}, v; = {-.025, -.025}, 
J= 5, c, = {.6, .7, .8, .9, 1}. 
Correcting the c, 's for acJ-11ection yields: 
c;=t = {.625, .725, .825, .925, 1.025}, c;orth = {.575, .675, .775, .875, .975}, 
c;~" = {.575, .675, .775, .875, .975}, c;='h = {.625, .725, .825, .925, 1.025}. 
A single physical disturbance is initiated in Q and is gi-11en by: 
~ 1 = J .000001 tra1>d(-.5,.5) if 2:::; x,y:::; 3, 
' l O otherwise , (VII.30) 
where St' 1(r,y) represents a disturbance initiated in £ 1 at t = .1 and ra1>d(-.5, .5) 
is a random number on the inter>ol [-.5, .5]. The example is run for fi•·e time steµ;. 
At t = 1 (Figure 58), the disturbance has been underway for approximately 
one second. Minimal spurious reflection occurs at the boundaries. In the lower-right 
plot two additional measurements are noted. The first, "Max Ref Surf" is l'llm= 
measured 0>1'r the entire run. The next, "Max 1 lel I Ratio" is gi>1'n by: 
1111 . llellm~ Max e Ratio = l'llm= . (VII.31) 
Since both are maximums extracted from the data generated m;er the entire run, 
they will not change with time. Both are used in the next section to compare Higdon 
boundary effecti•·eness. 
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At t = 5 (Fjguxe 5Q ), most of the wave action has left Q. The xesidual action in 
the tmncated domains a.re, fox the most pa.rt, similar. Theie is, howevex, some visible 
di:ffexence nea.r the bounda.ries xesultant from spuxious xef!ection. The lowex-xight plot 
xepoxra: 
Max llellRatio = 1.083. 
That is to say, the maximum en ox noxm 11 el I at t = 5 was 1. 083 of the 1171m=. As we 
shall see in the next section, this is a favoxable measuxement fox the Higdon NRBC. 
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F. VARYING PARAMETERS FOR THE TWO-LAYER 
SCHEME WITH ADVECTION 
Thus far in this dissertation, the truncated domain Q has been numericaJly 
compared to its infinite analog, the extended domain V. Unfortunately, most of the 
computational assets are in•;ested in generating a solution for this "pseudo-infinite" 
domain. In the four-sided Higdon NRBC's, the extended domain V contained nine 
times as many grid points as Q. Addition of acJ-11ection considerations required em-
ployment of implicit methods. In these cases, computer storage became a key factor. 
For example, V for a four-sided problem with 6x6y = .25 required a 61' x 61' ma-
trix to generate a solution whereas Q required a much smaJler matrix of dimensions 
21' x 21'. Obviously sparse matrix procedures would aJle>-iate this requirement, but 
the point illustrates that maintaining an extended domain becomes unwieldily if the 
domain of interest is enlarged or the grid is refined. 
In the following suIBections, parameters of a mD-layer ad•·ection problem are 
>o.:ried and the resulting measurement of "Max llel I Ratio" (VII.31) is compared. From 
these comparisons, conclusions are listed that predict parameter limits that destabilize 
the Higdon NRBC. Knowledge of this beha•·ior will allow us to drop extended domain 
comparisons and focus attention on the domain of interest. 
In all trials, the domain Q is a 5 x 5 square. The grid is >o.:ried as specified in 
each set of trials. The following e•·ent is used to initiate action in aJl trials: 
\ 




if 2:::; x,y:::; 3, 
otherwise 
(VII.32) 
where St'"'' is an e•·ent generated in the ,th_layer at t = 6t (i.e. the first time 
increment). Each trial is run for 5 time units and all C,'s are adjusted fm ad•·ection. 
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1. Varying CJ's, L"i..r, and L"i.y 
In this set of trials the Higdon coefficients C, were •·aried. The following 
parameters we:re fixed: 
H, = {.03, .07}, p, = {1., 1.05}, 
u, = {.025, .025}, v; = {-.025, -.025}, (VII.33) 
/',t = .1 6r=6y=.5 
The >olue for l'llm= was determined to be 1.92 X 10-0 and was unaffected by the 
choice of C,'s. Results for 6r = 6y = .5 are posted in Table IV and were compared 
usmg I 11e1
1 
Im=, a measure described in Section VII.E. This set of numerical trials was 
rym~ 
Table IV. Varying C,-s with 6r = 6y = .5 
c, m mm c, ' _, 
mm 
_, 
{.1,.6,1} 3.473 {0,.5,1} 3.833 
{.1,.5,1} 3.533 {.7,.8,.9} 3.973 
{.6,.8,1} 3.573 {.8,.9,1} 4.133 
{.1,.75,1} 3.583 {111} 4.213 
{.025,.6,.975} 3.583 {1,1} 4.233 
{.4,.7,1} 3.613 {.1,.1,1} 5.993 
{.1,.5,.9} 3.633 {1,1,1,1} 92.23 
{.5,.5,.5} 3.763 
repeated for 6r = 6y = .25. In this case l'llm= was determined to be 1.41X10--0, 
a change that reflects the nature of the random e•;ent (VII.32) that was used to 
generate the disturbance. The results of these trials are reported in Table V. Se•·eral 
conclusions are drawn from these: 
• Refining the grid results in a more efficient boundary conditions (e.g. less 
spurious reflections). 
• Higher order Higdon NRBC's tended to generate more effecti•·e boundary con-
ditions. 
• A buffer zone as discussed in Section VI.B and VII.B must be considered. 
This limits the Higdon order J that can be used. For 6r = 6y = .5, the trial 
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Table V. Varying C,-s with 6r = 6y = .25 
c, ' mm c, 'mm 
mm moo 
{ .6, .7,.8, .9,1} 1.083 {.1,.75,1} 2.143 
{ .9,' 925,' 95, .975,1} 1.133 {.5,.5,.5} 2.153 
{1,1,1,1,1} 1.163 {.1,.6,1} 2.243 
{.1,.5,.6,,7,1} 1.193 {.1,.5,1} 2.373 
{.7,.8,.9,1} 1.213 {.1,.5,.9} 2.373 
{1,1,1,1} 1.243 {1,1} 2.373 
{.8,.9,1} 1.573 {.025,.6,.975} 2.433 
{1,1,1} 1.583 {0,.5,1} 2.643 
{.7,.8,.9} 1.603 {.1,.1,1} 3.713 
{.6,.8,1} 1.633 {1,1,1,1,1,1} 3933 
{.4,.7,1} 1.773 
beca.me unstable for J = 4. For 6r = 6y = .25, instability occured at J = 6. 
In the latte:r case, higher orde:r Higdon NRBC's could be used increasing the 
effecti11eness of the boundary condition. A uxilia.:ry •1a.:riables (see [Ref. 26]) will 
aJle•;iate this problem. 
• Distributing the C, 'son the inte:r•·al [.5, 1] seemed to reduce spurious reflection, 
but how to distribute these >-alues best could not be determined. In any e>-ent, 
it appeared that at least one of the •·alues should be equal to the gra>-ity wa•·e 
speed C0 , which in this case was 1. 
• As l:e:lm= approached 53, spurious reflections beca.me >-isible. Values of 33 
rym~ 
produced acceptable results. Ob;-:iously, less is better. 
2. Varying U and V 
In this set of trials U and v· a.re •·a.:ried, howe>-er, their respecti•·e >-alues a.re 
kept the same in each layer. The following para.meters a.re fixed: 
H, = {.03, .07}, p, = {1., 1.05}, 
6t = .1, 
J= 3, 
6r=6y=.5, 
c, = {.8,.9,1}. 
(VII.34) 
Results a.re posted in Table VI. These trials we:re repeated for 6r = 6y = .25 with 
results reported in Table VII. Another set of trials were conducted for C, = {.1, .6, 1} 
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Table VI. Varying U and v- with 6r = 6y = .5 (U, v- Equal in each Layer) 
u v l'llm= ' _, 
{.0001,.0001} {- .0001,-' 0001} 1.92 x 10 ' 4.133 
{.01,.01} {-.01,-.01} 1.92 x 10 ' 4.133 {.025,.025} {-.025,-.025} 1.92 x 10 
' 
4.133 
{.03,.03} {-.03,-.03} 1.92 x 10 
' 
4.143 
{.035,.035} {-.035,-.035} 1.92 x 10 4.173 
{.04,.04} {-.04,-.04} 1.92 x 10 ' 4.203 
{.05,.05} {-.05,-.05} 1.92 x 10 ' 4.313 { .1,.1} {-.1,-.1} 1.93 x 10 
' 
7.013 
{.25,.25} {-.25,-.25} 2.32 x 10 
' 
95.53 
Table VII. Varying U and v- with 6r = 6y = .25 (U, v- Equal in each Layer) 
u v l'llm= ' _, _, 
{.0001,.0001} {- .0001,-' 0001} 1.42 x 10-0 2.283 
{.01,.01} {-.01,-.01} 1.42 x 10 ' 2.243 
{ .1,.1} {-.1,-.1} 1.40 x 10 ' 3.983 
{.25,.25} {-.25,-.25} 1.07 x 10 ' 58.53 
with 6r = 6y = .25. All other parameters were unchanged. Again U and v- was 
•1a.:ried, but this time the acJ-11ection coefficients were allowed to differ between the 
layers. Table VIII reports the re1mlts when the dirtu:rbance is initiated in £ 1, while 
Table IX reports re1mlts when the dirtu:rbance is initiated in £,. From these regults, 
it can be concluded: 
• The problem became unITTable when U, v- became large. A good rule of thumb 
is to keep U, v- «: d, the total depth of the medium. This is a physical con-
maint in an ocean en•rironment that assumes that the magnitude of ad>1'ction 
will be much less than the magnitude of depth. 
• Refining the grid impra11ed performance. 
• The inITTability of the problem intensifies when U, v- differs between layers. 
Such problems should be a•·oided, when ad>1'cti'" differences between layers 
are small. 
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Table VIII. Varying U and v- with 6r = 6y = .25 for Event Initiated in £ 1 (U, v-
not Necessarily Equal in each Laye:r) 
u v l'llm= e --
--{.02,.02} {-.02,-.02} 1.92 x 10 3.503 
{0,0} {-.02,-.02} 1.92 x 10 3.513 
{.02,.02} {0,0} 1.92 x 10--0 3.603 
{0,0} {0,0} 1.92 x 10--0 3.923 
{.01,0} {-.01,0} 1.92 x 10--0 7.263 
{0,.02} {0,-.02} 1.92 x 10 12.63 
{ .01,- .01} {-.01,.01} 1.94 x 10--0 12.83 
{.02,0} {-.02,0} 1.92 x 10--0 13.13 
{ .02,- .02} {-.02,.02} 1.99 x 10--0 25.53 
3. Varying Layer Thicknesses in a 2-Layer Problem 
In this set of trials, the layer thicknesses are •1aried. The following parameters 
were fixed: 
p, = {1., 1.05}, 




u = {.025,.025}, v-= {-.025,-.025}. 
(VII.35) 
Table IX. Varying U and v- with 6r = 6y = .25 for E•1ent Initiated in£, (U, v- not 
Necessarily Equal in each Layer) 
u v l'llm= e --
--{0,0} {-.02,-.02} 1.92 x 10 3.613 
{ .01,- .01} {-.01,.01} 1.94 x 10--0 3.633 
{0,.02} {0,-.02} 1.92 x 10--0 3.713 
{.02,.02} {-.02,-.02} 1.92 x 10--0 3.743 
{0,0} {0,0} 1.92 x 10--0 4.383 
{ .02,- .02} {-.02,.02} 1.99 x 10 6.313 
{.02,.02} {0,0} 1.92 x 10--0 6.323 
{.01,0} {-.01,0} 1.92 x 10--0 6.853 
{.02,0} {-.02,0} 1.92 x 10--0 11.33 
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Results for a disturbance initiated in £ 1 and £, are pooted in Table X. It is readily 
Table X. Varying Layer Tirickness in a 2-Layer Problem with an £ 1 Initiated E•;ent 
(left) and£, Initiated Event (right) 
"' 
l'llm= e -· l'llm= e -· 
-°' 
-· { .1,0} 1.89 x 10 ' 3.573 1.89 x 10 ' 3.573 
{ .1,.9} 1.99 x 10 ' 3.673 1.89 x 10 ' 3.573 { .2,.8} 1.99 x 10 
' 
3.513 1.89 x 10 
' 
3.583 
{ .3,.7} 1.92 x 10 3.473 1.89 x 10 3.583 
{.4,.6} 1.92 x 10 3.453 1.89 x 10 3.583 
{ .5,.5} 1.91 x 10 ' 3.463 1.89 x 10 ' 3.583 {.6,.4} 1.91 x 10 
' 
3.483 1.89 x 10 
' 
3.583 
{' 7,.3} 1.90 x 10 ' 3.513 1.89 x 10 ' 3.583 { .8,.2} 1.90 x 10-0 3.533 1.89 x 10-0 3.573 
{ .9,.1} 1.89 x 10 ° 3.563 1.89 x 10 ° 3.573 
concluded that: 
• Varying layer thicknesses does not alter the effecti•;eness of the Higdon NRBC. 
This conclusion is independent of the layer in which the disturbance was ini-
tiated. 
4. Varying Density Distribution in a 2-Layer Problem 
In this set of trials, the density distributions are •1a.:ried. The following pa.ram-
eters were fixed: 
rt,= {.03, .07}, 




u = {.025,.025}, v·= {-.025,-.025}. 
(VII.36) 
Results for a disturbance initiated in £ 1 and£, are posted in Table XI. From these 
trials it is concluded that: 
• Density changes do, to some extent alter the beha>-ior of the Higdon HNRBC, 
but in general, they remain effecti•·e as long as the density increases monoton-
ically with each increasing layer. 
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Table XI. Varying Layer Thickness in a 2-Layer Problem with a £ 1 Initiated E•;ent 
(left) and£, Initiated Event (right) 
0 l'llm= ' --
--
l'llm= . -·· 
--{1,1} 1.89 x 10 
' 
3.583 1.89 x 10 
' 
3.583 
{1,1.05} 1.92 x 10-0 3.473 1.89 x 10-0 3.583 
{1,1.10} 1.99 x 10 ' 3.203 1.88 x 10 ' 3.603 
{1,1.15} 2.03x10° 2.023 1.88 x 10 ° 3.603 
{1,1.20} 2.05x10° 2.983 1.88 x 10 ° 3.573 
{1,1.25} 2.05 X 10-u 3.023 1.91 X 10-u 3.473 
{1,1.50} 2.18 X 10-u 3.113 2.10 X 10-u 3.203 
{1.05,1} 1.85 x 10 ' 4.353 1.89 x 10 ' 3.923 
{1.10,1} 1.92 x 10 ' 8.843 1.93 x 10 ' 3.923 {1.25,1} 2.10 x 10 
' 
8.693 1.09 x 10 
' 
6.943 
5. Varying !::,.tin a 2-Layer Problem 
In this set of trials 6t is •1aried. The following parameters were fixed: 
Q, = {.03, .07}, p, = {1, 1.05} 
6x = 6y = .5, 
J = 3, 
U={O,O}, 
C,={.8,.9,1}, 
v- = {O, O}. 
(VII.37) 
Results are posted in Table XII. In general, decreasing 6t does not change the 




.1 1.92 x 10 4.133 
.05 3.82 x 10 3.183 
.01 1.91 x 10--' 3.253 
.005 3.82 x 10--' 3.233 
.002 9.57 x 10--' 3.233 
effecti•;eness of the Higdon NRBC. Howe>·er it appears that l'llm= is in>-ersely pro-
portional to 6t. The probable reason for this beha>-ior is that the introduction of 
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the event pxoduces a discontinuity in T/ with xegaxds to t. A smaJlex .6.t xesults in a 
moxe pxonounced discontinuity. It takes sevexal numexical time-steps to soxt out the 
discontinuity. The xesult is a IT/Im= that is gieatex then the maximum amplitude of 
the event induced on Q. 
G. THE "HIGDON MATRIX" 
'-·~···"'·"-
SI 100 ISO 2110 ZIO SID JllO GD 
Figuxe 60. Higdon Matxix Image fox Q (20 x 20) with Higdon NRBC's with Oxdex 
J = Q Applied to Foux Sides 
As mentioned in Section VII.A, when non-zexo advection texms axe incoxpo-
xated into the shaJlow watex model the pi oblem must be solved implicitly, and a 
N1 x N~ matiix with a bandwidth of 2N, is genexated. An image of this matiix 
is piesented in Figuie 60 wheie zexo elements axe black and non-zexo elements axe 
white. Hexe the tiuncated domain Q is appioximated using 21 x 21 giid and Higdon 
NRBC's of oxdex J = Q axe applied to aJl foui sides. On the top and the bottom of 
the image we see 10 light diagonal lines. These lines xepxesent the discxetization fox 
the y-boundaxies rN (top) and rN (bottom). The heaviex line along the diagonal is 
thxee points thick and is flanked to the left and xight by two thinnex lines. These 
xesult from the discretization of the intexi01 points. Finally, the pexio die ''shoxt-spike" 
pointing to the left and xight wexe genexated by the Higdon NRBC's on r E and r w 
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respecti11ely. Note that there are only 19 each of these short horizontal lines. Tiris 
indicates that the corner points were included in the y-boundaries, otherwise 21 (Nx) 
of such pairs would be ·visible. 
It is e>'ident from the image, that the Higdon matrix required for non-zero 
ad•·ection problem is sparse. The number of non-zero points generated by the domain 
interior is: 
(VII.38) 
and the number of non-zero points generated by the four Higdon NRBC's is: 
(2Nx + 2Ny - 4)(J + 1). 
Therefore the fraction of non-zero elements in the matrix is: 





In the case of our example where Nx = Ny = 21 and J = 9, only 1.34% of the matrix 
is populated with non-zero >-alues. In the N-laye:r model, N of such matrices might 
be produced se>-erely taxing computer memory. Increasing domain size and a refining 
grid would further exacerbate the problem. Clearly sparse matrix procedures are in 
orde:r and should be in•·estigated to stream line the non-zero ad•·ection scheme and 
produce a faster algorithm. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER 
RESEARCH 
Frnm the preceeding investigation we conclude that a very large domain with 
dispe1sive wave action go\.-erned by linear S\.VE's can be effectively 1estiicted using 
Higdon NRBC's. This boundary condition will also wo1k f01 \."eisions of the linear 
S\.VE that include the effects of stratification and advection. Howeve1, as the S\.VE 
model becomes mo1e complex, careful consideration must be given to values assigned 
to pI o bl em par amete1s to ensu1 e the stability of the scheme. 
The1e a.re many aspects of the p1oblem addressed in this disse1tation that 
should be investigated fu1the1 . \.Vi th 1ega.rds to the S\.VE and the geophysical envi-
1onment, fu1the1 model dev-elopment should include : 
• Disc1etization of the non-linear S\.VE. 
• Inco1poration of a non-constant Co1iolis pa.ramete1. 
• Inclusion of a bottom topography that varies with x and y. 
• Consideration of te1ms 1esulting fr om the Earth's cmvatme (i.e . domains with 
h01izontal dimensions greate1 than 1000 km). 
\.Vith 1egards to computational techniques, one should consider using sparse matrix 
algo1ithms fo1 models 1equiiing implicit solution techniques. Finally, with 1espect to 
the Higdon NRBC, the following areas of 1esear ch a.re 1ecommended: 
• Development of schemes that use auxiliary variables to eliminate non-zern 
bu:ffe1 zones. This is done outside this disse1tation. 
• Development of schemes to optimize selection of Higdon coefficients. 
• Development of methods to update Higdon coefficients dynamically/ adaptively. 
• Extension of the I ectangul ar domain to th1 e e dimensions, 
• Development of Higdon NRBC.s f 01 cy lind1ical and sphe1ical coo1dinates. 
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• Creation of two-way Higdon NRBC's to incorporate data from the immediate 
vicinity of the tiun ca te d domain . 
These extensions to the cunent research axe potentially of great value to oceanogra-
phers and meteornlogists a.like and may further promote the use of Higdon NRBC's 
in weather prediction models. 
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